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GAIA’s Thrust Is
FOR THE PEOPLE
NOTHING! You can’t even identify the various
familiar craft in your skies and that is at best.
True SPACE CRAFT MOTHER SHIPS are often
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing
AS BIG AS YOUR PLANET and will have
(EWERTVERLAG)
duplication of living facilities to meet the needs of
GCH COMMENTS: As you get into “space craft” various life-forms but manifest humanoids will have a
I ask that you really use your gifted minds. The very fully functional “base” from which will come craft,
MOST you had working for you regarding craft, etc., probes and whatever else you might call the offshoots.
So, you have to use your heads, readers, and as
are possibly some extraterrestrials giving input and,
yes, there were and are MANY craft within your well, KNOW that most of the interesting craft in your
“space”. These craft referred to from the standpoint skies are very much terrestrial machinery—or fully
of Germany or even the U.S. are truly visible holographic presentations to fool as many of
you all the time as is possible. A holographic
TERRESTRIAL in both origin and presentation.
Note, for instance, that in some tales of “picture” of the returning Christ is a good example and
abductions and crashed craft which house beings the project itself was called Operation Blue Beam.
I am asked specifically about the “ships” over
without digestive systems or typical Earth anatomy,
there are the “bathrooms” with human toilets, body the Philippines and the Atmospherians established in
p a r t s i n b o t t l e s w h i l e t h e e n t i r e c r a f t w a s that area. Indeed, there are not only craft but also
individuals right among you, plugging away.
incinerated and on and on it goes.
How do you sort it? Study what you can find on
UFO (Unidentified Flying Object) is a good
t e r m f o r t h e s e t h i n g s b e c a u s e i t M E A N S the subjects presented, even here—and then you will
have some conclusions. I do
not have time nor inclination to
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repeat the information, for instance, that we have
produced in the last 14 years of daily output. Truth
doesn’t “change” except as more is revealed which
may or may not improve on realization.
Just as you have to realize that craft are real and
also a game presented to “hook” you, note that
technology is so advanced in every field as to boggle
your minds. This includes in the fields of health,
frequencies and waves along with weather tampering
and total control of storms to cloning of any lifeform—and frankly it is particularly easy to clone
human beings even as complex as are your systems.
You want to know why this, that and the other is
not used to make full disclosure? You would not be
allowed to believe it—and it would jeopardize the
entire program under way. If there is “force”
involved, it is not acceptable—so God’s Plan must be
introduced and produced in “creation”, not “coercion”.
As we continue to run the incredible personal
risks in running truth and “how things are”, I believe
you will understand, as readers, WHY THE GAIA
INSTRUMENT WAS GIVEN OVER TO THIS
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RESOURCE TO GET IT BROUGHT FORTH.
This is, however, why it is so interesting that
people try to use it and “us” as bashing bags and
as if there is no possibility of goodness or
relationship to God—or country.
I am continually amused at people who will not even
give their name to us or even a “good” aka and yet
expect us to hand over documents FROM THE
HIGHEST ENTITIES OF THE SECRET SOCIETIES
with GUARANTEES and PRIME TRIPLE A RATINGS.
YOU ARE NOT THAT NAIVE TO ACTUALLY
BELIEVE WHAT YOU DEMAND—ARE YOU?
In your world today, my friends, the ONLY real hint
of truth is the DENIAL after denial by the guilty.
The only reason the people at the top guilty-level
don’t outright deny the GAIA program and documents
is that THEY UNLAWFULLY USED IT AND THEY
CAN’T GET RID OF ALL THE RECORDS—EVEN
FROM PERU—UNTIL, AT THE LEAST, THEY GOT
RID OF FUJIMORA. AND IT DIDN’T EVEN
MATTER THEN, FOR THE “CERTIFICATE”
EVERYBODY WANTS TO TALK ABOUT AND HAVE
PRODUCED—HAS NO MEANING AS IT WAS
CONVERTED IN 1989 TO A FULLY QUALIFIED,
WITH OWNERSHIP DOCUMENTATION THROUGH
LEGAL MEANS, CONTRACT.
It was agreed with the “powers that be” that we
would not stir around in the domestic affairs of the
United States and they would leave us alone. Of
course, they have not left anyone alone but at most all
that is anywhere near a statement about the documents
is “possible sham” and that was at upstart of
presence in the Philippines and dealt with things with
Rick, Charles, etc., along with a man running for
President here which we had met in the U.S. at NCH
long before the trip to the Philippines.
GAIA has been checked out every way
including upside down—and nothing is found to
be wrong about anything stated or offered.
We have stayed out of political harangues—our
commitment and agreement is to work without bias
with whoever may be the choice of the people. We
have done so. Our thrust is FOR THE PEOPLE.
The problem is that the nations hooked in any way
to the World Order are on the hook with their very lives
in addition to the countries themselves. It is again need
time for the U.S. and New World Order to have such as
the Philippines for war bases. Hasn’t anyone noticed you
are at both World War III AND Armageddon? AND,
THAT SECRET SOCIETY BUNCH OF THUGS WANTS
ALL THE ASSETS RIGHT THROUGH THE MINERAL
RIGHTS FROM ALL NATIONS.
Please go back and read about the downfall of
America through the Federal Reserve System and see a
miserable duplicate taking form in the Philippines where
the government is so far in arrears that money has to be
borrowed to pay even the teachers and police. The IMF
bows out except for bookkeeping while hundreds of
millions of DOLLARS are borrowed now from the World
Bank—to pay the interest to the IMF yet.
Then when the prices are zilch the big boys
come in and take the industries without even a
song or a dance.
If you have kept up with us for the last
decade, YOU WILL KNOW ALL THIS.
YOU HAVE NO ENEMIES IN OUTER SPACE,
MY FRIENDS. BUT I REMIND YOU THAT
SATANIC FORCES DO—AND WHO RUNS YOUR
WORLD? NOT TOO GOOD A PICTURE, IS IT?

The entities in manifest form are isolated to your
place and that is simply the way it IS. They are
not welcome in the Cosmos with their outrageous
evil and, therefore, you in manifest human form
on the planet are stuck with that FACT.
“THAT IS WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT, ALPHIE!”
The “black hats” CANNOT control anything
non-manifest no matter how many games they
play—so their only game board is the globe itself
and your manifest “play”. You have been so liedto for so long that you can’t even perceive what is
“real” from what is “not real”.
Do you really think a died-in-the-wool person
like a Henry Kissinger is going to suddenly become
the hand-servant of a goodly God? Come now—
haven’t you heard about “ego”?
Well, you had another equal to Kissinger and that
was Baruch with whom “I” met personally, and the
people with him, as well, decided to even hide that
from you. If you want to talk about merry-go‘rounds—try that story. And, yes, it is true and we
can suppose that George Green (as he advertises)
probably saw a shuttlecraft of ours in a hanger at
Edwards Air Force Base. Talk about stupid efforts to
hide everything—that was one of them.
Please, therefore, take this information offered and
see what you can prove to self “must be” and remain
open and flexible as other things unfold. Surely, you can
see from the state of affairs in which you find SELF that
there are secret societies, most of which operate at a
level of societal interchange as worthy clubs—but have
hidden masters. Surely, you do not have to be a rocket
scientist to realize there is an International Banking Cartel
(IBC) stealing from you at every turn.
Please, don’t get distracted by the fact that you
are receiving what is available and what more
daring writers are daring to share. It is not the
spacecraft, so-called, that is dangerous to reveal; it
is the working of evil cartels which are the danger
to truthbringers. The silly games get more and
more ridiculous while the theft grows ever bigger.
All I can tell you, really, at the moment, is that
things are pretty serious as the dragons do battle
over your very physical beings.
Planet Earth may well be beautiful and was
created in perfection of that which life-forms must
have to flourish. But it has become saturated and
gives off such negative energy that it is avoided if
possible by other planetary beings, at every opportunity.
Yes, indeed, a description of “prison planet” is pretty
graphic. The prison term? How about “as long as
you are physically functional?” (Sonofagun!)
Now, can we go back to that old “illusion” bit?
Good. You have just become informed in the last
paragraph if you didn’t notice. The battle is STILL
for SOUL. If you want to participate in cosmic life,
you will learn your lessons so that you are acceptable
(as a soul in growth) to your brothers in the ethers.
You get off the wheel when you grow enough to send
the very best—not the evil corruption. And by the
way, the term “evil” is a form of word meaning “ego
derived”. This is to possibly help anyone who says:
“I’m too confused to understand.” Do you REALLY
believe a perfect CREATOR would have you around
for only 65 years, or whatever your average human
lifespan might be, and then send you off to live happily
ever after in a perfect heaven? Those in a “perfect

heaven” DO NOT want your ego problems.
Too many problems to “work it out”? God sends
you the solutions to those problems—BUT...........!
You as a species will “if, and & but” yourself to
death—and wonder why your head hurts.
We are making an effort, outside our load already
too heavy, to get this information TO YOU. It is not
for argument nor on demand for acceptance or denial.
But if you think you aren’t manipulated by a Master
group of very evil persons—you are WRONG.
Someone cared enough to send you the very best
he could muster from years of research and WITH
MANY OTHERS, and that is the bottom line. Toss
it, if you only want to argue and shout your own
opinion, for we do not offer it for either purpose.
Remember something, please, God doesn’t need to
PROVE anything to us (you or me)—but it is a long
way past time to start proving your intent to God and
stop the nonsense. If you lie about your status, you
are automatically categorized with the “enemy”.
“Ego” is 100% connected to SOUL TRUTH. SOUL
is extraterrestrial, friends! It is not rooted in
terrestrial being, for it is an eternal aspect experiencing.
Ego comes along with the “house” and cannot separate
from its focus on itself. So, ego is physical in
perception—and soul is non-physical in REALITY.
Ah, but—(if & and)—we are writing here about
Secret Societies and frankly, German craft.
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR POWER
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
By Jan van Helsing
[The copy of this remarkable book that has been
generously provided to CONTACT—with permission to
share as we see fit—is from Spain and will be run
unedited (excluding typographical errors and obvious
misspellings) sequentially, in parts as a continuing series,
in its entirety. For more extensive background
information on this book, refer to the first Segment of
the series published in the 5/23/01 issue of CONTACT on
page 1; Segment 2 (5/30/01, page 1); Segment 3
(6/6/01, page 1); Segment 4 (6/13/01, page1);
Segment 5 (6/20/01, page 1); Segment 6 (6/27/01, page 1)]
[QUOTING:]
(PART 16)
CHAPTER 33
THE “VRIL-GESELLSCHAFT” OR
NOT ALL GOOD COMES FROM ABOVE
The VRIL-GESELLSCHAFT (VRIL Society) does
not exactly fit our subject which has a more political
slant, but it is indeed one of the most interesting
secret societies that ever existed. Therefore it just
has to be mentioned here. In Germany there is not
a single book, or indeed any material, to be found that
would show up an organization of this name; the
Allies successfully removed it all. But as you will
see, not all the material has actually disappeared.
And I am very pleased that I can uncover this
subject here, because you will see which “nonGerman” power circles have an interest to keep
these events from the German people.
In 1919 Karl Haushofer founded a second order, the
BRUDER DES LICHTS (Brothers of the Light) that later
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was renamed VRIL-GESELLSCHAFT. In this united the
new Templar order DIE HERREN VOM SCHWARZEN
STEIN (DHvSS, The Lords of the Black Stone) that
emerged in 1917 from the Teutonic Order, and the
SCHWARZE RITTER (Black Knights) of the Thule and
SS elite SCHWARZE SONNE (Black Sun).
To compare the THULE and the VRILGESELLSCHAFTEN, it is easiest said the ThuleGesellschaft dealt with material and political interests,
while the Vril-Gesellschaft was more oriented towards
the OTHER SIDE. But many concepts they shared, like
Atlantis, Thule, the basic connection between the
Teutons and Mesopotamia, but also the old sacred places
like the Externsteine (external stones) or the Hausberg at
Stronegg were areas of common research.
In December 1919 a small circle of persons from
the Thule, the Vril and the DHvSS met in a specially
rented forester’s lodge near Perchtesgaden (Germany).
They were accompanied by the medium Maria Orsic and
another medium only known as Sigrun. Maria had
mediumistically received transmission in a secret Templar
script—a language unknown to her—with the technical
data for the construction of a flying machine. According
to Vril documents these telepathic messages came
from the solar system Aldebaran which is sixty-eight
light-years away in the constellation Taurus.
I would like to present here a short summary
of the messages the Vril mediums had received
over the years and which formed the basis for all
further actions by the Vril-Gesellschaft:
“The solar system Aldebaran has a sun around
which revolve two inhabited planets that form the empire
SUMERAN. The population of the Aldebaran system is
divided into the master race of “light God people”
(Aryans) and several other human races that had
developed by negative mutation from the “God people”
because of climatic changes upon the planets. The
coloured mutant races apparently are on a lower stage of
spiritual development. [H: I personally don’t quite see
how one COULD be on a “lower spiritual
development” stage.] The more the races intermixed,
the lower the spiritual development of these peoples sank,
which led to the situation that when the sun Aldebaran
began expanding they could no longer maintain the space
travel technology of their forefathers and could not leave
the planets by their own means. The lower races, totally
dependant upon the master race, had to be evacuated
and were brought to other inhabitable planets. Despite
their difference all the races respected one another
and did not interfere with each other, neither the socalled God people nor the lower races. Each
respected that the others just made their own
developments (in contrast to what happens on Earth).
Around 500 million years ago the “light god people”
started to colonize other earth-like planets, after the
expansion of the sun Aldebaran and the resulting heat had
made the original planets uninhabitable. It is said that in
our system they first colonized the planet Mallona (also
called Maldek, Marduk or—by the Russians—Phaeton)
which existed in the area of today’s asteroid belt, then
between Mars and Jupiter. Mars was next. The proof
for a highly developed race on Mars is run by the wellknown face on Mars and the pyramid city which has
been photographed by the Mars probe Viking in 1976. It
is assumed that the master race of Sumeran-Aldebaran
then also came to Earth for a first visit, witnessed
by the petrified impression of a shoe found to be
about 500 million years old, and squashed under the
heel a trilobite, a little crayfish that lived then upon

Earth and became extinct about 400 million years ago.
[H: I feel a bad headache coming on...]
The Vril people thought that later, when Earth became
slowly habitable, the race of the Aldebarans landed in
Mesopotamia and formed the master caste of the
SUMERIANS which were described as fair, white God
people. The Vril telepaths also found that the Sumerian
language was not only identical with that of the
Aldebarans, but also that it sounds like unintelligible
German and that the language frequency of German and
Sumerian-Aldebaranian were almost identical.
We cannot know whether these statements about
Aldebaran were based on facts, but the construction plans
and the technical details that the Vril telepaths received—
wherever they came from—were so accurate that
they led to the most fantastic idea men ever begot:
the construction of a “Jenseitsflugmaschine”, a
“flying machine for the other side”!
The concept of an “alternative science” emerged
(today one would say “alternative energy forms”). But
they only started on the project three years later. During
this early phase of “alternative science” or “alternative
technology” Dr. W.O. Schumann of the Technical
University in Munich, both a Thule and a Vril member,
held a speech a section of which is reproduced here:
“In everything we recognize two principles that
determine the events: light and darkness, good and
evil, creation and destruction—as in electricity we
know plus and minus. It is always: either—or.
“These two principles—the creative and the
destructive—also determine our technical means...
“Everything destructive is of Satanic origin,
everything creative is divine. Every technology based
upon explosion or combustion has thus to be called
Satanic. The coming new age will be an age of
new, positive, divine technology!” (from the
German SS secret archives). [H: My headache is
getting much worse! Do you REALLY wonder
what, exactly, is WRONG ON YOUR PLANET?]
At the same time the scientist VIKTOR
SCHAUBERGER worked on a similar project. Johannes
Kepler whose ideas Schauberger followed had knowledge
of the secret teachings of Pythagoras and had been
adopted and kept secret by the KNIGHTS TEMPLAR. It
was the knowledge of IMPLOSION (in this case the
utilization of the potential of the inner worlds in the outer
world). Hitler knew—as did the Thule and Vril people—
that the divine principle was always constructive. A
technology however that is based on explosion and
therefore is destructive runs against the divine principle.
[H: WHAT EXACTLY IS THE DIVINE PRINCIPLE?
PLEASE, DON’T MOVE ON WITH THIS UNTIL
YOU ANSWER THAT QUESTION.] Thus they wanted
to create a technology based on IMPLOSION.
Schauberger’s theory of oscillation (principle of the
overtone sequence, monochord) takes up the knowledge
of Implosion. To put it simply: IMPLOSION instead of
EXPLOSION! Following the energy paths of the
monochord and the implosion technology one reaches the
realm of antimatter and thus the cancellation of gravity.
[H: Well, with that technology as expressed here,
it is never going to be a problem to outer cosmic
space that man will ever intrude. And then there is
“gravity” to consider. You don’t understand the
electromagnetic aspects of what you refer to as
gravity. The facts are that a thing falls to “earth”
if you toss it up because it seeks its own density—
and if a thing could travel through the earth as it
can through air (up or down), it would stop ploughing
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the tunnel when it reached its own density. Gas
lighter than air does NOT fall down—it moves up.
By now YOUR head should be hurting from
simply lack of logic and reasoning. Something
has to be done to make a heavier-than-air craft
move off the ground. We have been through
those lessons, so I don’t wish to repeat it here.]
In the summer of 1922 the first saucer-shaped flying
machine was built whose drive was based on implosion
(the “other-side flying machine”). It had a disk eight
metres across with a second disk with a diameter of six
and a half metres above and a third disk of seven metres
diameter below. These three disks had a hole at the
centre of one metre eighty across in which the drive
which was two metres forty high was mounted.
At the bottom the central body was cone-shaped, and
there a pendulum reaching the cellar was hung that
served for stabilisation. In the activated state the top
and bottom disk revolved in opposing directions to
build up an electromagnetic rotating field.
The performance of this first flying disk is not
known. But experiments were carried out with it for
two years before it was dismantled and probably stored
in the Augsburg works of Messerschmidt. In the books
of several German industrial companies entries under the
codename JFM (for Jenseitsflugmaschine) can be found
that show payments towards financing this work.
Certainly the VRIL DRIVE (formally called Schumann
SM-Levitator) emerged from this machine.
In principle the “other-side flying machine” should
create an extremely strong field around itself extending
somewhat into its surroundings which would render the
space thus enclosed including the machine a microcosm
absolutely independent of the earthbound space. At
maximum strength this field would be independent of all
surrounding universal forces—like gravitation,
electromagnetism, radiation and matter of any
kind—and could therefore manoeuvre within the
gravitational or any other field at will, without the
acceleration forces being effective or perceptible.
In June 1934 VIKTOR SCHAUBERGER was invited
by HITLER and the highest representatives of the Thule
and Vril societies and from then on worked with them.
After the initial failure the first so-called German
UFO also came out in June 1934. Under the
leadership of Dr. W.O. Schumann the first
experimental round flying machine, the RFZ 1
(Rundflugzeug 1) was developed on the grounds of
the aircraft factory Arado in Brandenburg. In its first
and only flight it rose vertically to around 60 metres,
then wobbled and danced in the air for minutes.
The Arado 196 guiding system was utterly useless.
The pilot Lothar Waiz just managed somehow to bring
it down to the ground, jump out and run away before it
began to act like a spinning top, turned over and literally
ripped to pieces. That was the end of the RFZ 1,
but the beginning of the VRIL flying machines.
Before the end of 1934 the RFZ 2 was ready,
with a Vril drive and a “magnetic field impulse
steering unit”. It had a diameter of five metres and
the following flying characteristics: With rising speed
the visible contours became blurred and the craft
showed the colours typical for UFOs: depending on
the drive setting red, orange, yellow, green, white,
blue or purple. It worked—and it would meet a
remarkable destiny in 1941, during the Battle of Britain,
when it was used as transatlantic reconnaissance
craft, because for these flights the German standard
fighters ME 109 had an insufficient range.
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By the end of 1941 it was photographed over the
southern Atlantic on its way to the German cruiser
Atlantis in Antarctic waters. It could not be used as a
fighter though. The impulse steering allowed it only
changes of direction at 90 degrees, 45 degrees or 22.6
degrees, but that is exactly the right-angled flying pattern
associated with and typical for UFOs today!
After the success of the small RFZ 2 as a distant
reconnoiter craft the Vril-Gesellschaft got its own test
area in Brandenburg. By the end of 1942 the lightly
armed VRIL-1-Jager (VRIL-1 fighter) was airborne. It
measured 11.5 metres across, carried one person, had a
Schumann-Levitator drive and a “magnetic field impulse
steering unit”. It reached speeds of 2,900 to 12,000 km/
h, could change direction at a right angle at full speed
without affecting the pilot, could fly in any weather and
had a 100% space capability. Seventeen VRIL-1’s were
built and some versions had two seats and glass domes.
Also during this time another project was worked
on, the V-7. Several disks were built under this code,
but with conventional jet engines. ANDREAS EPP had
designed a combination of levitating disk and jet
propulsion, the RFZ 7. The design groups SCHRIEVERHABERMOHL and MIETHE-BELLUZO worked on it.
The RFZ 7 had a diameter of forty-two metres, it
crashed on landing at Spitzbergen. A second craft
was later photographed outside Prague. According
to Andreas Epp this craft was to be armed with
nuclear head to attack New York.
In July 1941 SCHRIEVER and HABERMOHL built
a vertical take-off round craft with jet propulsion, but it
had severe shortcomings. They went on to develop an
“electro-gravitational flying gyro” with a “tachyon drive”
which proved more successful. Then Schriever,
Habermohl and Belluzo built the RFZ 7 T that was fully
functional. The V-7 flying disks however were mere
toys compared to the Vril and Haunebu disks.
Within the SS there was a group studying alternative
energy, the SS-E-IV (Development Group IV of the
Black Sun) whose main task was to render Germany
independent of foreign oil. The SS-E-IV developed from
the existing Vril drives and the tachyon converter of
Captain Hans Coler the THULE DRIVE which later was
called the THULE TACHYONATOR.
In August 1939 the first RFZ 5 took off. It was
an armed flying gyro with the odd name HAUNEBU I.
It was twenty-five metres across and carried a
crew of eight. At first it reached a speed of 4,800
km/h, later up to 17,000 km/h. It was equipped
with two 6 cm KSK (“Kraftstrahlkanhonen”, power
ray guns) in revolving towers and four machine
guns 106. It had a 60% space capability.
By the end of 1942 the HAUNEBU II was ready.
The diameters varied from twenty-six to thirty-two
metres and their height from nine to eleven metres.
They carried between nine and twenty people, had
a Thule Tachyonator drive and near the ground
reached a speed of 6,000 km/h. It could fly in
space and had a range of fifty-five flying hours.
At this time there existed already plans for a largecapacity craft, the VRIL 7 with a diameter of 120m.
A short while later the HAUNEBU III, the show piece
of all disks, was ready, with seventy-one meters
across. It was filmed flying. It could transport
thirty-two men, could remain airborne for eight weeks
and reached at least 7,000 km/h (according to documents
in the secret SS archives up to 40,000 km/h).
Virgil Armstrong, former CIA member and green
beret, writes about German flying machines during World

War Two that could take off and land vertically and fly
at right angles. They were measured at 3,000 km/h and
had a laser weapon (probably the so-called KSK power
ray gun) that could pierce four-inch armour.
Professor J. Hurtak, UFO-logist and author of
The Keys of Enoch writes that the Germans were
in the process of building what the Allies called
“the wonder weapon system”. Hurtak got
protocols that described two events:
1. the erection of a space city at Peenemunde and
2. the enlistment and transport to the U.S. of the best
technicians and scientists from Germany.
He also mentions the meticulous examination of the
so-called FOO FIGHTERS. The CIA and the British
secret service knew already in 1942 about the
construction and the use of these flying objects, but they
were off in their evaluation. Foo fighters actually was
the Allies’ name for all glowing Germany flying
machines. Probably there were two inventions that
actually corresponded to the term foo fighters: the Flying
Turtle and the Soap Bubble. Two completely different
objects that the Allies held for one. The FLYING
TURTLE was developed by the SS-E-IV at ViennaNeustadt. Its outer shape recalled the shell of a turtle.
They were unmanned probes that could cause disruption
in the electric ignition systems of the enemy. They
carried advanced “Klystronohren” (clystron tubes) that
the SS called death rays. The ignition disrupter did not
work perfectly at the outset; later follow-up versions did,
however, and the UFO-logists will confirm that disruption
of ignition, the cutting of electrical power to equipment,
is a typical sign when a UFO is near. Wendelle C.
Stevens, U.S. Air force pilot during the Second World
War describes the foo fighters as sometimes grey-green,
then red-orange, they approached his aircraft to about
five metres and then stayed there. They could not be
shaken off nor shot down and often they caused
squadrons to turn back or land.
[H: In the book there are six pages of diagrams
of discs which would be interesting but are in
German, so most will only enjoy the picture value.]
The SOAP BUBBLES that were also called foo
fighters were something completely different,
though. They were simple balloons in which there
were metal spirals that disturbed enemy radar. The
success probably was very limited, disregarding
the psychological effect.
At the beginning of 1943 it was planned to build in
the Zeppelin works a cigar-shaped mother ship. The
ANDROMEDA DEVICE of a length of 139m should
transport several saucer-shaped craft in its body for
flights of long duration (interstellar flights).
By Christmas 1943 an important meeting of the
VRIL-GESELLSCHAFT took place in the seaside resort
of Kolberg. The two mediums Maria Ortic and Sigrun
attended. The main item on the agenda was the
ALDEBARAN PROJECT. The mediums had received
precise information about the habitable planets around the
sun Aldebaran and one began to plan a trip there. At a
January 22, 1944 meeting between HITLER, HIMMLER,
Kunkel (of the Vril society) and Dr. Schumann this
project was discussed. It was planned to send the VRIL
7 large-capacity craft through a dimension channel
independent of the speed of light to Aldebaran.
According to Ratthofer a first test flight in the
dimension channel took place in the winter of 1944.
It barely missed disaster, for photographs show the
Vril 7 after the flight looking “as if it had been
flying for a hundred years”. The outer skin was
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looking aged and was damaged in several places.
On February 14, 1944, the supersonic
helicopter—constructed by Schriever and Habermohl
under the V 7 project—that was equipped with twelve
turbo-units BMW 028 was flown by the test pilot
Joachim Roehlike at Peenemunde. The vertical rate
of ascent was 800 metres per minute, it reached a
height of 24,200 metres and in horizontal flight a
speed of 2,200 km/h. It could also be driven with
unconventional energy. But the helicopter never saw
action since Peenemunde was bombed in 1944 and
the subsequent move to Prague didn’t work out either,
because the Americans and the Russians occupied
Prague before the flying machines were ready again.
In the secret archives of the SS the British and
the Americans discovered—during the occupation
of Germany at the beginning of 1945—photographs
of the Haunebu II and the Vril I crafts as well as
of the Andromeda device. Due to President
Truman’s decision in March 1946 the war fleet
command of the U.S. gave permission to collect
material of the German high technology
experiments. Under the operation PAPERCLIP
German scientists who had worked in secret were
brought to the U.S. privately, among them VIKTOR
SCHAUBERGER and WERNHER VON BRAUN.
A short summary of the developments that were
meant to be produced in series:
The first project was led by Prof. Dr. W.O.
Schumann of the Technical University of Munich.
Under his guidance seventeen disk-shaped flying
machines with a diameter of 11.5m were built, the
so-called VRIL-1-Jager (Vril-1 fighters), that made
84 test flights. At least one VRIL-7 and VRIL-7
LARGE CAPACITY CRAFT APPARENTLY
STARTED FROM Brandenburg—after the whole test
area had been blown up—towards Aldebaran with
some of the Vril scientists and lodge members.
The second project was run by the SS-IV
development group. Until the beginning of 1945 they
had three different sizes of bell-shaped space gyros built:
· The Haunebu I, 25m diameter, two machines
built that made 52 test flights (speed 4,800 km/h).
· The Haunebu II, 32m diameter, seven
machines built that made 106 test flights (speed 6,000
km/h). The Haunebu II was already planned for series
production. Tenders were asked from the Dornier and
Junkers aircraft manufacturers, and at the end of
March 1945 the decision was made in favour of
Dornier. The official name for the heavy craft was
to be DO-STRA (Dornier STRAtospheric craft).
· The Haunebu III, 71m diameter, only one
machine built that made at least 19 test flights
(speed 7,000 km/h).
· The ANDROMEDA DEVICE existed on the
drawing board; it was 139m long and had hangars for
one Haunebu II, two Vril I’s and two Vril II’s.
There are documents showing that the VRIL 7
large capacity craft had started for secret, still
earth-bound, missions after it was finished and test
flown by the end of 1944.
1. A l a n d i n g a t t h e M o n d s e e i n t h e
Salzkammergut in Austria, with dives to test the
pressure resistance of the hull.
2. Probably in March and April 1945 the VRIL 7
was stationed in the “Alpenfestung” (Alpine Fortress)
for security and strategic reasons, from whence it
flew to Spain to get important personalities who had
fled there safely to South America and
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NEUSCHWABENLAND (explanation follows) to the
secret German bases erected there during the war.
3. Immediately after this the VRIL 7 is said to
have started on a secret flight to Japan about
which however nothing further is known.
What happened to these flying machines
after the war?
It cannot be excluded that a small series of the
Haunebu II might have been built. The several
photographs of UFOs that emerged after 1945 with
the typical features of these German constructions
suggest as much.
Some say that some of them had been sunk into the
Austrian Mondsee, others maintain that they were flown
to South America or brought there in parts. It is certain
though that if the crafts didn’t get to South America, the
plans that did allowed for new ones to be built and flown
there, for an important part had been used in 1983 in the
“Phoenix Project”, the follow-on project of the 1943
“Philadelphia Experiment”. This was a teleportation,
materialization and time travel experiment of the U.S.
Navy that was more successful than you could
imagine in your wildest dreams. There is enough
material for another book, but it does not fit too well
into our subject here. [H: Those will be listed at
the end of the series for you who are interested.]
In 1938 a German expedition to the ANTARCTIC
was made with the aircraft carrier Schwabenland
(Swabia). 600,000 Km2 of an ice-free area with lakes
and mountains were declared German territory, the
NEUSCHWABENLAND (New Swabia). Whole fleets of
submarines of the 21 and 23 series were later headed
towards Neuschwabenland. Today about one hundred
German submarines are still unaccounted for, some
equipped with the Walter snorkel, a device that allowed
them to stay submerged for several weeks, and it can be
assumed that they fled to Neuschwabenland with the
dismantled flying disks or at least the construction plans.
Again it must be assumed that since the test flights had
been very successful some so-called flying saucers have
flown directly there at the end of the war.
Perhaps some may think these assumptions to be a
bit on the daring side, but there are strong indications
that this may well have happened that way.
There is the question why in 1947 ADMIRAL E.
BYRD led an invasion of the ANTARCTIC, why he
had 4,000 soldiers, a man-of-war, a fully equipped
aircraft carrier and a functioning supply system at his
command if it was a mere expedition? He had been
given eight months for the exercise, but they had to
stop after eight weeks and high losses of planes
undisclosed even today. What had happened?
Later Admiral Byrd spoke to the press:
“It is the bitter reality that in the case of a new
war one had to expect attacks by planes that could fly
from Pole to Pole.” Further he added that there was
an advanced civilization down there that used their
excellent technologies together with the SS.
Norbert-Jurgen Ratthofer writes about the
whereabouts of the Haunebu developments in his
book “Zeitmaschinen” (Time Machines):
“The Haunebu I, II and III space gyros and the
VRIL I space flying disk had disappeared after May
1945. It is very interesting to note in the context that
after its nineteenth test flight the German Haunebu III is
said to have taken off on April 21, 1945, from
Neuschwabenland, a vast, officially German territory in
the Eastern Antarctic, for an expedition to Mars, about
which their is nothing further known. One year later, in

1946, the many sightings that suddenly occurred in
Scandinavia of shining objects of unknown and definitely
artificial origin caused a great stir among the Allies in
East and West. Again one year later, in 1947, and well
into the Fifties, a rising number of shining unknown
flying objects, doubtlessly steered by intelligent beings
mostly round, disk- or bell-shaped, sometimes cigarshaped, so-called UFOs appeared over North America.”
The text goes on to say that as a rule these objects
were unlike the German developments. I beg to
differ. Good photographic material proves that the
Haunebu II version especially had been sighted very
often since 1945. If you have wrestled with what is
available in the UFO world for ten years as I have,
that is a significantly high percentage of the cases
where personal contacts with the people from the socalled UFOs were made, these were with especially
beautiful Aryan types, blond and blue-eyed and that
they either spoke fluent German or another language
with a German accent (for insiders I would refer to
the Adamski case of 1952, the Cedric Allingham case
of 1954 and the Howard Menger case of 1956).
It is further said that colour photographs taken
by a night guard in West Germany in the Seventies
exist of a landed and restarted flying disk that had
both a knight’s cross and a swastika on its hull.
The flying machines just mentioned are well
documented on photographs and films. There is the
60-Minutes documentary “UFO—Secrets of the Third
Reich”. The American Vladimir Terziski gave a threehour speech at the September 1991 UFO conference
in Phoenix, Arizona, where he showed slides of
German saucers, construction plans and subterranean
German bases. Also of interest are the book by the
Italian air force commander Renato Vesco and the
book by Rudolf Lusar “Die Deutschen Waffen and
Geheimwaffen des Zweiten Weltkrieges und ihre
Weiterentwicklung” (The German Arms and Secret
Weapons of the Second World War and Their
Development), J.F. Lehmanns Verlag, Munich 1971.
Do you see now why the subject of UFOs is
treated as nonsense by the media, especially in
Germany? Upon this German background it
becomes evident that the news and media world
controlled by the Illuminati through the AngloAmerican Zionist lobby shirks no costs to keep the
German citizens from research in this area.
The Question arises from where the Thule and Vril
secret societies got their knowledge about the
construction of these flying machines? Also their
knowledge of gene technology in which area the
Germans were also way ahead of other countries?
According to Herbert G. Dorsey and other
researchers they had, beside the construction plans the
Vril-Gesellschaft had received through telepathic
contact with extra-terrestrials, a non-terrestrial saucer
that had crashed in the Black Forest in 1936 and
whose undamaged drive had proved a great help to the
Germans. But there is practically no proof of that,
and no living eye witnesses are known.
But these exist in America, and in large
numbers. For around the same time the Americans
recorded quite a number of crashes that could not
be kept entirely secret. More of that later.
Back to the political arena. Apart from the fact
that I.G. Farben supported Hitler, their cartel partner
Standard Oil (Rockefeller) fanned the flames against
the Nazis. The Ford Motor Company for instance
helped to build up the American army while at the

same time producing in Germany military vehicles for
the Nazis. Ford and Opel (subsidiary of General
Motors that is controlled by J.P. Morgan) were the
two largest producers of tanks in Hitler’s Germany.
Whatever the outcome of the war, these
multinational companies had already made their
cuts. Many enterprises followed this principle
during the Second World War.
Why is there nothing about all this in
schoolbooks or encyclopaedias? Especially in
Germany where the freedom of the press is
apparently honoured and the truth is taught?
One of the reasons is that the Rockefeller
Foundation spent US$ 139,000 in 1946 to present an
official history of the Second World War which
covered up the whole story of the U.S. bankers
building up the Nazi regime as well as the occult and
mystical background of the Nazis. One of the main
sponsors was Rockefeller’s own Standard Oil Corp.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 33, Part 16]
I believe the nicest thing I could do at this
point is just “hang up the phone”.
Do things look good for planet Earth? Not so far—
but I hate to remind you that it is strictly UP TO YOU!
GOD, AND THEREFORE YOU, CAN CREATE—AND
THE ENEMY (SATAN) CAN ONLY USE THAT
WHICH IS CREATED TO BASICALLY DESTROY OR
DECEIVE. THAT IS THE GAME IN WHICH ALL
PEOPLE MUST PLAY—UNTIL YOU CHANGE IT.
Good evening; sorry for such a long day,
dharma. Salu, Hatonn
5/24/01—#1 (14-281)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES, Jan van Helsing
(EWERTVERLAG)
GCH COMMENTS: Since computer “ate” all the
writing thus far this morning and since it is moving on
toward noon now, let us just leave the comments and
move on with the Secret Societies copy. If we can
locate the undigested portion, we can add it later,
otherwise we will simply pass it for today. We will
have great interruptions from now on today, so please let
us not take time to repeat my comments.
The comments dealt with some personal
discussion but mostly with book information. I will
repeat this much: The Phoenix Journals are the best
resource of where to find backup information. We
are doing our best to offer the information from
THIS AUTHOR and are not in the book-selling
business for miscellaneous reading lists. We will
certainly, at the end of this series, give references as
listed but that is not even a request of the author.
Our people have no time or staff to locate specific
writings in those Journals, either, but will do the best
they can to provide that which is available.
The Journals available are listed on the back page
of CONTACT but the publications are over 100 in
arrears. All the backup information, however, for this
material in point is in those published Journals.
Price? Well, Mr. Green sold the Journals at $10. I
believe the price offered at present is $3.00 each to clear
warehouse space, clear up hanging problems and
generally preparing to MOVE ON FORWARD.
George Green, it is said, still makes his speaking
rounds and claims he is THE appointed spokesperson
for the Cosmic Federation, i.e., “Space Brothers”.
NO, HE IS NOT! He is a certified thief, liar and
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cheat. He was ordered to return 110,000 Journals
to the Phoenix Institute. He did not and, therefore,
it is assumed that he has made over a million $$
(minimum) on sale of same. He was also ordered
in a settlement to pay an additional $25,000 but has
not and this was fully two years ago.
Other litigation brought to the Nevada Supreme
Court by Mr. Green and his attorneys have been
dismissed—again—after nearly a decade of paying
lawyers only to be extended into infinity. The
cases are dismissed and that team of miscreant
attorneys sanctioned for the malfeasance.
Also the case against the Institute for mismanagement
has been dismissed and the time run out for timely
review or objection by the Plaintiff party.
Will this end it? Probably NOT, since lawyers
never go away—they just take all the money available,
win, lose or draw. No offense to you good attorneys
but the joke came from your own Journal.
We need to be free of these things so that our
foundation is stable and ready to serve better,
YOU, our friends and readers.
Have these things cost us greatly? Indeed, into the
millions of dollars in losses. But it seems no one wants
to go after the culprits—only bash harder the accused
NOW PROVEN TO BE TOTALLY INNOCENT OF
ALL CHARGES OF MISMANAGEMENT.
THIS, HOWEVER, CAN ONLY LEND
CREDIBILITY TO THE INTEGRITY OF OUR
PRESENTING REPRESENTATIVES RIGHT IN
BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN MANILA, PHILIPPINES.
Ah, but does this mean a need for further
action such as bankruptcy for the people involved,
or the Institute? NOT IF WE ARE ALLOWED TO
GET THIS PROJECT OPERATIONAL.
Dharma, please, let us just move on with the
book and we will find opportunity to discuss this
further at a better time. Thank you. Life goes on
while you make other plans!
[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 17)
CHAPTER 34
THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Although hundreds of books have been written
about the tragedy that was the Second World War,
very few people know anything about what was
really behind this costliest of all wars.
The history of the war as it is told in countless
history books in Germany, England, the U.S. and Japan
has only little in common with the actual causes and
objectives of that war. What is recounted is certainly
correct, but half the truth has been omitted.
“The ‘picture painters’ of the controlled massmedia have also done a masterful job of pulling the
wool over the eyes of those whom they are supposedly
dedicated to inform and educate. These peddlers of
deception have been guilty of reducing the minds of
the general public to what has rightly been described
as ‘a state of impotent confusion’ regarding World
War Two.” (Des Griffin: Descent Into Slavery?)
Slowly but surely the truth comes out now and a
clearer picture of what really occurred is emerging.
What we know of the war are the historical dates.
Who, when, where, with whom did what. But those
who actually pulled the strings are never mentioned.

After the Hitler-Stalin pact Poland was to be split up
and Hitler proceeded to bring this about on September 1,
1939. According to the conditions of the treaty signed
twenty years previously, (pro Illuminati) England and
France were obliged to enter the fight on Poland’s side.
After the “Dammerkrieg” (Twilight War) Chamberlain
who was called a coward was replaced by the former
Zionist Freemason CHURCHILL. He was a better
collaborator and he soon ordered the air strike on
Germany. Since the Germans never expected England to
attack, they were not prepared. Several events show
that Germany did not want to war with England.
In an address in 1933 Hitler said that in its
fullest unfoldment Communism would also contain
the British Empire. In that case, Hitler added, he
would help to defend the British if he was called.
So, on May 10, 1940, German troops did allow
the English to evacuate 335,000 soldiers from the
beach at Dunkirk. And with his flight to England
Rudolf Hess had tried to unite the two strongest
northern nations. But Winston Churchill was a good
friend of BERNARD BARUCH who had helped
Woodrow Wilson and Roosevelt to their presidencies.
It was BARUCH who convinced Churchill to
support the foundation of the state of Israel. In May
1939 Churchill ordered Colonial Minister Lloyd to
withdraw the English troops from Palestine and to equip
and organize the Jews for their own defense.
CHAPTER 35
WHAT HAPPENED IN AMERICA?
Most Americans did not want to get involved in
another war, but the Illuminati had differing views. The
32nd President of the U.S., the hidden Jew FRANKLIN
DELANO ROOSEVELT, descended from the famous
Sephardim-Jewish Delano-Family and the German Jewish
family Rosenfeld, was a Grand Master of the
Freemasons, member of the CFR and the Committee of
300. One of his closer allies was BERNARD BARUCH
and for at least eight years he was closely linked with
COLONEL HOUSE. As one can see, the Illuminati had
their man already in place, and this man thanked them by
passing an unconstitutional law, namely that before the
end of April 1933 all privately owned gold had to be
handed in at the bank, failure to do so resulting in a fine
of US$ 10,000 or 10 years imprisonment or both. Then
gold was valued at US$ 20.67 per ounce. After most
gold had been collected, the gold price rose to US$ 35
per ounce. The insiders had their gold in foreign banks
and later sold it at the higher price, naturally.
[H: Its all there in the records, readers. This
proves that since 1933 the U.S. WAS BANKRUPT,
just as stated, and also moved off the gold standard
which was already moot because of the Federal
Reserve Act already in place and operative. U.S.
citizens could never again demand gold for their
currency but foreign countries (Israel being the
biggest operator) could demand gold in payments
and did so to the tune of at least $3 Billion dollars
paid annually IN CASH by the U.S. to Israel—in
addition to all the other PERKS of the position.
Then again in this current time it was DECLARED
that the U.S. no longer had a “gold standard” and
again, even Mr. Gingrich (U.S. Senator)
announced that the U.S. was totally bankrupt.
So, we are very happy to remind everyone who
might question GAIA’s position: There is a valid,
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legal CONTRACT (no longer needing anything of
such as a gold certificate) duly recognized and
entered as such in the courts and records of the
United States of America and all appropriate
parties fully notified. The debt of the U.S.
Treasury (and thus through the Federal Reserve)
in this contract cannot be denied, for it is fully
based on GOLD and that debt was assumed by the
U.S. Treasury Department (Government of the
United States of America) PRIOR TO THE
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT OF 1913.
Now, anyone who might scoff at same must
realize now, if not before, that this asset was used
many times and into the billions of dollars in value—
unlawfully. That does not concern us of GAIA—but
it will give you an indication of WHY the IMF/WB
(upstream of the Fed) might prefer to “stonewall”
validation in WRITING or doing much more than
giggling about the “asset” in point. They said in
their agreements that we have publicly published
that that is exactly what they would do. Fine,
for in the end, my friends, gold will speak
louder than that which they have squandered
from you-the-people, along with your WORLD.
By the way, to you sleeping uninformed:
Roosevelt and his buddies such as Baruch knew
PRIOR TO THE PEARL HARBOR STRIKE THAT IT
WAS FULLY PLANNED—RIGHT DOWN TO
THE TIME AND DATE. How is that for a caring
president attending his flock of citizens—and
still gets accolades for his deception.]
By giving the Japanese on November 26, 1941
an ultimatum by asking them to withdraw all their
troops from Indochina and Manchuria, President
Roosevelt provoked them to war.
This is a historical fact, but a well-kept secret.
Roosevelt’s ultimatum was deliberately kept from
Congress until after the attack on Pearl Harbor. All
agreed the Japanese had no other option than war.
The Japanese themselves did all they could to avoid a
war with the U.S. The Japanese prime minister,
PRINCE KENOYE, repeatedly asked to come to
Washington or Honolulu to meet with Roosevelt and
try to find an alternative. Later he was even prepared
to meet the demands by the U.S., just to avoid going
to war, but several times Roosevelt refused to speak
with him, since the war with Japan had been long
since planned, as was the war with Germany.
At the same time Roosevelt told the American people:
“While I am talking to you mothers and fathers, I
give you one more assurance. I have said this before,
and I shall say it again and again and again: Your boys
are not going to be sent into any foreign wars.”
One is but speechless in front of such a blatant
deception of the people.
The American military knew from several sources
that the Japanese would attack Pearl harbor first.
1. The U.S. ambassador in Tokyo, JOSEPH
GREW, wrote in a letter to Roosevelt on January 27,
1941, that in the case of war between Japan and the
U.S. Pearl Harbor would be the first target.
2. In August Congress member DIES had
given to Roosevelt not only the same information,
but also the strategic plan of attack with a map.
He was forced to silence.
3. Further the American secret service had
succeeded in 1941 to decipher the diplomatic as
well as the military codes of the Japanese.
Roosevelt and his advisors knew the date, the hour
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and the target in advance.
AL BIELEK, one of the two survivors of the
Philadelphia Experiment told me that he had also been
stationed in Pearl Harbor during that time, but one
week before the attack he—together with his
brother—was pulled out, because they were meant to
work with Nikola Tesla on the Philadelphia
Experiment. They were told at the time that they
were taken out because of the impending attack, that
they were too valuable to die there.
Pearl Harbor was told only two hours ahead
and therefore was ill-prepared. It succumbed
pitifully. That was exactly what Roosevelt wanted,
for now he could call the Japanese “treacherous
swine”, and the U.S. had to retaliate.
To those who still don’t believe that more is needed
to become president or chancellor than just being a
good politician, the following example will hopefully
serve as an eye-opener. It concerns the later
President of the U.S., DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.
To guarantee the success of this infamous
intrigue the Illuminati needed one of the their devoted
vassals to be supreme commander of all the allied
forces in Europe. The person selected for the job
was Lieutenant Colonel Dwight D. Eisenhower. His
career in the army is not just interesting, it is a
fascinating study of what can happen to an ordinary
army soldier if he has the “right” people behind him.
For Eisenhower, too, was a friend of Bernard Baruch.
[H: Yes, and as a matter of fact: I, HATONN,
PERSONALLY MET WITH BOTH EISENHOWER
AND BARUCH ALONG WITH ONE OF YOUR
INFAMOUS CATHOLIC CARDINALS.]
CHAPTER 36
GERMANY WANTS TO SURRENDER
We have to thank the son-in-law of President
Roosevelt, Colonel CURTIS B. DALL that the story of
Commander GEORGE EARLE became known. Earle
was a former Governor of Pennsylvania, U.S.
ambassador to Austria (1935-39) and Bulgaria (1940-42).
Later he was Roosevelt’s personal military attaché in
Istanbul when in the spring of 1943 the head of the
German secret service, ADMIRAL WILHELM
CANARIS came to see him. Canaris said that an
unconditional surrender as it was asked for by America
and England was unacceptable for the German
generals. But if the American President would
indicate that he would accept an honourable surrender
of the German army this could be arranged. The
German army would then be posted at the Eastern
front to fight there against the approaching Red Army.
Soon after this meeting Earle had an even longer one
with the German ambassador FRITZ VON PAPEN who
made the same offer. At first Earle was not sure he had
heard right, then he realized these men were serious, so
he sent a message to Roosevelt. Nothing happened. He
sent another one. Again nothing. When Canaris
returned a few days later to hear Roosevelt’s response,
Earle couldn’t give him one. Earle then sent a most
urgent message to Washington, but again there was no
answer. Neither Earle nor Canaris could know that a
capitulation of Germany was not wanted. Roosevelt
forbade Colonel Earle in a personal letter of March
24, 1945 to say anything about this event.
Once the German army was driven from Rome
the army led by General MARK CLARK was kept

back, although it could easily have gone on to enter
Yugoslavia, Vienna, Budapest and Prague.
Instead some of his soldiers were sent to the
Normandy, which cost the lives of about 100,000
people and had drastic effects on the future shape
of Eastern Europe.
Why?
At the Allies’ conference in Quebec in 1943 an
agreement was reached, urged by General GEORGE
C. MARSHALL, that was named “Russia’s
Position”. There it was said that Russia’s position
after the war will be a dominating one...
The men who were outwardly in charge of the
U.S.—Roosevelt, Marshall and Eisenhower—had strict
orders from their superiors, as you will also see in the
next example, to conduct the war in such a way as
would best further the interests of the Illuminati
according to the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.
Therefore, the Russian army was given ample
time to spread out.
CHAPTER 37
THE AMERICAN SUPPORT
FOR THE SOVIETS DURING THE WAR
An important factor to help in understanding the
events of war is a remarkable book that is avoided at all
cost by all the big media, film producers and most
libraries: From Major Jordan’s Diaries.
MAJOR RACEY JORDAN was a veteran of the
First World War and because of his military experience
got the post of a “lend lease” agent and liaison officer to
the Russians. The first two years he served in Newark,
Montana (?) and from May 10, 1942 in the United
Nations Depot No. 8, Lend Lease Division, Newark
Airport, Newark, New Jersey, International Section, Air
Service Command; Air Corps; U.S. Army.
As liaison officer between the U.S. and the
Russians JORDAN was surprised about the influence
the Russian Colonel ANATOLI KOTIKOV had over
Roosevelt’s aide HARRY HOPKINS. Every time the
Russians needed anything, even special equipment, a
call to Hopkins by Kotikov was all that was needed for
a speedy delivery. Later Jordan noticed the black
cases that accompanied almost all deliveries and he
became curious. How he later succeeded in opening
some of these cases is an adventurous story. He
found papers about nuclear fusion, a list of the
material on its way to the Soviet Union, two
pounds of uranium 92 and deuterium. At this time
he didn’t know what it all meant. He wrote a
diary with detailed descriptions of this and further
events. In Siberia a money plane had crashed
which had carried printing plates, paper and other
materials so the Russians could print the same
occupation money for Germany as the Americans!
Because of the “lend lease” treaty Stalin
received from the U.S. 20,000 aircraft, almost
400,000 trucks, twice as many tanks as they had
when the war started, railway engines, cars, food
as well as secret material.
Why had the U.S. helped the Russians to that
extent during the Second World War? And these
were just a few examples.
The Illuminati created the red regime. They
knew what they wanted. Soviet Russia was an
obvious tool in their plan (protocols) to enslave the
whole world under a new World Order.

CHAPTER 38
THE PROTOCOLS HAVE TO BE FULFILLED
And Japan was denied its surrender just as
Germany had been. The Japanese capitulated
unconditionally in March 1945. In that month the
Japanese supreme command sent a note to the
American embassy in Moscow, the Russian
embassy in Tokyo and the Pentagon in Washington
saying that the Japanese Imperial government
would like an unconditional surrender.
THE AMERICANS IGNORED IT! Why? Later
they claimed that they were not able to decipher it!
But how then did they decipher the diplomatic and
military codes before? We know the answer: The
Japanese island had not yet been destroyed. The
big show was still to come. The B-29s carried out
the big “city redevelopment” in Japan for the
international bankers. First the destruction of Tokyo,
then the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
It is said that many of the upper echelon in the
Japanese army were members of a mystical secret
society called Black Dragon, but I know nothing
more about it.
The post-war rebuilding of Germany and Japan
brought astronomical profits for the international
bankers. Both the Germans and the Japanese had the
most industrious workers and managers. Yet their
governments are also chosen and guided like puppets
by the Illuminati. Later, when you see the
members’ lists of the different organizations this
will become very clear. Many of the German
politicians in government are just as much part of
this game as are the Americans or the Russians.
CHAPTER 39
WHAT WAS ACHIEVED
BY THE SECOND WORLD WAR?
In human terms the war was an absolute
unmitigated disaster. For the Illuminati it was a
resounding success. The Second World War with
the estimated 30 million dead (Solzhenitsyn says
100 million) is clearly part of the worldwide
reconstruction programme of the Illuminati, the
objective being the installation of Weishaupt’s
“Novus Ordo Seclorum”, the New World Order.
For the Illuminati Lenin was the perfect man in
Russia, in the political and psychological course of
events Communism had the role of the foil, i.e., the
conspirators used Communism as the bogey man to
force Western nations into agreements and
commitments that ran against their proper interests.
At the beginning of the Twenties Lenin told the world
of the future plans of the Illuminati:
“First we will take Eastern Europe, then the
masses of Asia.”
This objective was reached as a result of World
War Two. The larger part of Asia followed a few
years later. The Vietnam debacle was part of the
cleanup drive where loose ends were tied.
The Second World War brought the Illuminati
even more. The large cracks in the old world order
opened wide and the financial and social foundations
of traditional morals were swept away. America
whose security was never endangered before or
during the war was forced by the maelstrom of world
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politics to give up its own politics.
The Second World War cost America 400 billion
US$ and had the national debt rise to 220 billion US$.
Because of this the U.S. was fully in the hands of the
international bankers. That war paved the way for the
foundation of the UN in 1945, whose headquarters are
on land in New York donated by ROCKEFELLER.
At least forty-seven of the founding members of the
UN were also in the CFR. The UN is the largest
Masonic lodge in the world, as is shown by its
emblem. Like the Great Seal shown on the one-dollar
bill it is a Masonic symbol. Like the Statue of Liberty
was given to the American Masons by the French
Masonic Order of the Grand Orient.
What became of the Nazi secret service, the gestapo?
William Bramley writes that the CIA had accepted
the offer by REINHART GEHLEN, the head of
German secret operations in Russia, to help build an
intelligence network in Europe. Many former SS
members were then part of Gehlen’s organization. It
became an important arm of the CIA in Western
Europe and also formed the basis for the Secret
Service of the Federal Republic of Germany. From
the documents of the Nuremberg trials the CIA got
information about the psychiatric methods of the Nazis
which decades later were to be used in the infamous
experiments about consciousness control.
INTERPOL, a private international police
organization for the fight against criminals and drug
traffickers operating world-wide was headed several
times up to 1972 by former SS officers. This is not half
as astonishing if one knows that during the Second
World War Interpol was controlled by the Nazis.
CHAPTER 40
GERMANY DID NOT SIMPLY LOSE THE WAR!!!
To finish on Germany and World War Two I will
tell you something you definitely never read in any
other book, something which will surely make you
wonder about what you are told in your school books
and will question your present picture of the world.
As you know from history books, the German
Reich never signed a peace treaty, because a peace
treaty has to be signed by the leaders of the nation.
But Hitler probably went to South America and
anybody else was dead or gone as well. So
Dönitz, substituting for Hitler, signed a cease-fire
treaty for two arms of the Wehrmacht.
And this cease-fire then was broken by the
Allies in their attack, led by Admiral Byrd in
1946, on Neuschwabenland, the German
territory in Antarctica.
They tried to get at the elite of them all who sure
were smart enough to have a back door open—
Neuschwabenland! And since the German elite, the
Schwarze Sonne (Black Sun) and the VRILGesellschaft was at that time and still is today living
in this particular area (at least some of them do), the
Allied Troops had been destroyed within weeks.
And because of the broken cease-fire, the
German Reich was again—and still is to this day—
at war with the Allies!!!
You may wonder, but this is an irrefutable and
definite fact of which every important, high-ranking
German that I have met knows. If the Allies would
have won in Neuschwabenland against the “Schwarze
Sonne”, they would have come out with it on every

front page in the world. But because of their defeat
they kept it very secret. The same with their attack
on Neuschwabenland in 1958, when the Americans
blew up two nuclear heads, one below the ice and one
above, to get access to the subterranean German base.
But of course they failed, because the technology
the Schwarze Sonne has down there is, as Admiral
Byrd already said, “highly advanced”. And so the
Anglo-American Establishment with their Khazarilluminated bankers’ background have been smart in
keeping the whole affair “top secret”.
The Allies were very successful in their
newspapers and nowadays with their Hollywood
background to make the Japanese and the Germans
look the “bad guys”, but in fact it is rather the
opposite that is true! Remember the attack on Pearl
Harbor which has been staged by the Americans
themselves. Please check this information for
yourself, making sure that what you will find out is
based on your own research, and that it is the truth!!
To this day Germany does neither have a
peace treaty nor a cease-fire nor anything else.
Germany has an illegal state installed by the
Allies—the Federal Republic of Germany.
If what I’m saying is true, there has to be some
evidence that the Illuminati would have some of the
their puppets sitting at the top of the German Federal
Republic, like in the other nations, too.
Well, one of them was Chancellor Willy Brandt, a
Jew, who’s real name was Herbert Ernst Karl Frahm,
offspring of the famous Israelite family Frahm from
Lubeck, Germany. He was a member of the
Committee of 300 and the Bilderbergers.
If the information of Mr. Rudolph from Melle,
Germany who went to court against Mr. Kohl, and
the Jewish writer Jacov Lind is correct, Bundeskanzler
(Chancellor) Helmut Kohl is one of the them too.
According to them, his real name is Kohn. Lind states
in his book The Inventor (Methuen, London 1987):
“The great-grandfather of the present
Chancellor of Germany wrote his name still with
an “n” instead of an “l”, he was a door-to-door
salesman from Buczacz. I have documents and
proofs. A whole library of proofs in the
strongroom at the National Bank in Vaduz.”
The Khazar-Jewish grandparents changed their
name from Kohn to Kohl when they came to
Germany from Galizia in Poland, to cover up that
they were Jewish. According to Mr. Rudolph,
Chancellor Kohn/Kohl is also a member of the
Bilderbergers, the Grand Orient Freemasons and the
B’nai B’rith who bestowed upon him their highest
blood order, the Order of Joseph. Further, a
Khazar Jew should never head the Christian Democratic
party (CDU) nor be elected Chancellor of Germany.
The Federal Republic of Germany is a substitute
nation until Germany has a peace treaty. An official
NATO law states that until that peace treaty has been
signed, the borders of 1937 of the German Reich still
apply legally. Because of this NATO law, colonies of
the German Reich still exist in total legality today, like
the “Colonia Dignidad” in Chile or one in Argentina,
100 miles north of San Carlos de Bariloche (size:
10,000 square miles!!!) To understand what that
means is exemplified by the ex-foreign minister of the
Federal Republic of Germany, Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, who tried to get into the Colonia Dignidad
three times and never got permission to do so. He
flew down there three times, stood in front of the gate
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and they said “no”! And according to NATO law the
German Reich’s colonies are absolutely legal. The
same with the colony Neuschwabenland which you
will still find on maps of the South Pole of the 70s.
So, because of this you will now understand the act
of treason the newly installed Bundeskanzler Helmut Kohl
perpetrated against Germany when he handed over
Neuschwabenland to the NATO (according to a
NATO major who wants to be unnamed).
ABSOLUTELY ILLEGAL!!! He handed
600,000 km2 of German territory over to the enemy
(which is exactly what they are again since they
broke the cease-fire)—the Allies!
And that is just what the IRS and the Federal
Reserve system in the U.S. are, too: ILLEGAL!
According to a Schwarze Sonne member, who
claims to live in a subterranean city in the German
Reich together with about three million other
Germans (in January 1993!), they have bases all
over the world. Besides several in the Andes, the
main ones are inside the Earth, in
Neuschwabenland, Tibet and the Bermuda Triangle.
Tibet had been attacked and taken over by the
Chinese, who then hunted the monks, tortured and
killed them. Why should anybody torture and kill
peaceful monks? Because the Chinese were looking
for the Germans in the monasteries. But they
didn’t find them in the usual monasteries in and
around Lhasa, because the Schwarze Sonne-Germans
live together with the so-called Avatars high up at
18,000 to 23,000 feet who supported them in the first
place and do so again until the fulfilling of the
prophecy. The Chinese can’t go there, it’s too high
up for their armies. Besides that, the Schwarze
Sonne in Tibet has access to the Inner Earth, for they
have been living up there for more than 40 years by
now, with the monks of the highest Tibetan
lodge—the dGe-lugs-pa (Yellow hats). And of
course they now have a new generation there, too.
According to my source the German Reich network
has an army of 6,000,000 soldiers and 22,000 flying
saucers. They are ready to go any minute.
They had interfered in the Gulf war. On the 12th
and 13th January 1993 the Allies tried to destroy the
German Reich’s saucer base near Baghdad where two
huge VRIL-7 are stationed. The two Saucers were
absent on a mission, which was known by the Allies.
So they attacked the area with altogether 198
bombers. 12 Tornados and 22 F-4s were meant to
destroy the German base. Guess what happened?
After 3 hours and 45 minutes the Allies had lost 16
F-14s, 1 F-15 and 1 F-111. The Allies themselves
had shot down one Iraqi plane on a training flight
(the pilot could bail out).
This is proved by some very clear photos I was
shown by an Iranian secret service agent (he showed
me several photos with two VRIL-7s, with the Iraqi
banner on the bottom. Three photos show two
Tornado aircraft chasing them. Very clear photos!!!
In the Bermuda Triangle the Reich Germans
have bases on the ocean floor. They can easily
float through the water like others through the air,
sit on the ocean floor and push the water through
their gravitational field away and thus create
underwater domes. He told me much, much more,
but I’m not allowed to talk about it.
They have very big plans, and I promise you
that we are going to have a very, very interesting
time until 2003.
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CHAPTER 41
THE FOUNDATION OF ISRAEL

As it was planned since 1871, the war opened
also the doors to the foundation of Israel. As the
wounds in Europe slowly healed, the attention of
the public went to the Near East, where the
Zionists were establishing the state of Israel in
Palestine. England was shaken by the murder of
Lord Moyne by two Zionists. At the 1946 Zionist
congress in Geneva terrorism was approved as a
means to establish the Zionist state. Thus many
terrorist organizations sprang up in Palestine to
force the foundation of Israel.
The two most important ones were the IRGUN
ZVAI LEUMI of Menachim Begin and the STERN
GROUP of Yitzhak Shamir. Since the bloodshed
between the Arabs and the English was getting
worse the matter was put before the UN. On
November 29, 1947 the UN decided to split
Palestine into two independent states, an Arab one
and a Jewish one. We know the principle of
dividing a state for domination from ancient Rome.
The consequence of “divide et impera”, divide and
rule, is always a never-ending dispute. And that is
what occurred. The division caused even bloodier
unrest which caused the UN to draw back. The
Zionists then proceeded to divide Palestine on their
own authority. The Stern group and the Irgun Zvai
Leumi (led by Begin) stormed the village Deir Yasin
and slaughtered all the people, as a warning against
further resistance by the Arabs. They threw the
people into the fountain in the middle of the village
and threw hand grenades after them to silence the
screams of the dying. Most of the Arabs flew to
the neighboring countries, except for a few who
under Yasir Arafat formed the PLO.
The declaration of independence by Israel on
May 14, 1948 spurred further unrest. Ever since
that time the Near East has been a festering hotbed
of hatred and murder.
But that corresponded exactly to the aims of
the Illuminati (Albert Pike’s Plan No. 3).
What happened in this particular village sounds
pretty much like what occurred hundreds of times
in the Old Testament, all by the same group of
people, and nobody has ever been punished for it.
Isn’t it interesting that you don’t read about stuff
like that in your schoolbooks, but about the “bad
Germans”? May it be the case that somebody who
has the power uses the news agencies and the
mass media for holding back information of
“some” kind and for giving out “other” information
in a rather unbalanced way? To say it more
clearly, they use the mass media in a very clever
way to hand the bucket to somebody else? Who
owns the TV networks? Who owns Hollywood?
Who is always the “bad guy” in the Hollywood
productions? Of course the Germans. And who
has never been called the “bad guy”? Could it
again be the case that these particular persons may
be the ones who own Hollywood and the TV
networks? Think about it! We will see more a
little later.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTERS 34-41, Part 17]
Thank you and good evening,
Hatonn
dharma

GAIA Program Bridges
Physical/Spiritual Chasm
6/25/01—#1 (14-313)

UPDATES

RE: MISCELLANEOUS ON GENERAL
CIRCUMSTANCES; PERUVIAN EARTHQUAKE
OF 7.9; MAYON VOLCANO IN PHILIPPINES
BLOWS; APPRECIATION AND UPDATE ON
JOHN RAY, STATUS OF UNREST IN PAPUA
NEW GUINEA.

First this morning let us please give an update
or two on the status of John Ray.
Then, I ask that a regular weekly update be
entered at the start of “News Desk” in CONTACT.
Ekkers cannot handle all the information distribution
either by phone or magic.
We receive continual inquiries and yet we know
that the information is flowing to several recipients,
but it is not getting to all our readers.
John, it appears, is “out of the woods”, so to
speak. He made it across the bridge and didn’t fall
into the river, although he spent a lot of time with
the Angel of Life. Yes, indeed, there are truly
miracles and a walk on the Light side is always a
wondrous experience. Most often the greater
miracle is within the ones who witness.
John and Jean Ray are two of the most
important personal eyewitnesses to our “Phoenix
Project”, along with one, J. Jones. They lived within
the immediate space of V.K. Durham who shows as
the direct partner of Russell Herman and became
extremely important for attending the things Russell
was too ill to manage prior to his death. NOW,
THEY KNOW THE REALITY OF THIS
MISSION ITSELF AND THE “REAL” PLAYERS
INVOLVED! A little walk with God brings
realization better than a million words.
To John and Jean (The Rays): Don’t push the old
river—just let it flow so that physical repairs can heal
for that which is ahead in this never-ending journey.
Whether or not you or we like it—we must
establish a solid foundation on which to build and
that simply IS the way it IS.
We also want to please express appreciation for
Mark’s taking the News Desk so that not an issue was
missed. This is TEAMWORK, friends, and this stepping
forward and filling gaps as they hit unexpectedly
determines the ability to succeed in progress of the
hoped-for realization—OF ANY GOAL.
In this example regarding CONTACT, we have to
go back and acknowledge Ron Kirzinger as well, for
he was in the very act of losing his position at Nevada
Corporate Headquarters as they conspired to grab the
corporation(s). Ron also worked with Mark until Mark
could actually take control of the paper production
itself. [MM: All the computer/software
knowledge required for me to publish a
completed CONTACT was learned entirely
through self-motivation—there was NOT
assistance or learning from Ron. It was stated
that I better learn how to fish—NOT ask for
fish dinners.] Ron was the one most able to utilize
the computers for publication purposes. Mark
learned rapidly and spent hours and hours in that
learning process until he is now proficient. No
one gets vacations or rest-time-off and nobody
gets paid for the adventure of this daily grind.

Hatonn—REQUEST, PLEASE:
Ron K: Will you please get permission from
L.T. to use his information shared with you re:
George Green? I want to share both his letter to
George and George’s response. I want to please
print them as they ARE—for George’s tells such
a tale as to be priceless. Then, yes, I will ask
Ekkers to respond briefly.
It is noted that there was no mention
whatsoever in L.T.’s letter to George of the
Ekkers, but there was no other reference to other
than Ekkers in total absurdities, in the response
writing. Interesting? NO, pathetic—and the
numbers and incidents so pitiful and embarrassing
in presentation as to actually draw pity for the
frantic man in point. EVERY NUMBER,
EVERY STATEMENT AND THE WHOLE OF
THE RESPONSE IS ERRONEOUS.
Our readers have a right to share this
information—and it is so current in exchange as to
get a picture of ongoing attempts to destroy the
Institute and the entire project if at all possible.
Well, it is proving to be impossible. Some things are
now over 14 years old and still going.
I urge all of you to carefully study corporation
structures and you might see just how outrageous
Mr. Green’s presentations actually ARE. You will
get to note that Mr. Green even says Rick Martin
gave Ekkers, personally, $250,000. Come on, Rick!
No, we all know better and moreso that Green tried
to collect FROM RICK $84,000. Then, as a matter
of fact, Rick made arrangements, with a carrier
(yes, we know who) and delivered those particular
books to which Mr. Green refers to the FEDERAL
COURT. Surely, it is not just me that has a bit of
trouble with George Green’s presentations.
At one court session it was demanded by
Abbott-Horton that George be put back on the
stand and the judge denied the request with:
“Why? Is that so he can tell more lies?” Green
became his own worst witness.
Remember, please, that even to get to final
damages against Ekkers, the assaulting
adversary’s servants HAVE TO GO THROUGH
ME, HATONN. I AM REAL AND QUITE
INTERESTING IF I MIGHT BE SO
IMMODEST AS TO SAY SO MYSELF. It very
well might seem otherwise at a given moment—
but be patient and see that the adversary will
eventually do-in himself.
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We then asked Ron to turn his full attention
to a better structure for incorporation business.
His corporate information has been, and is,
without price. You are now able to walk right
through the most current corporate laws as they are
presented in Nevada and established AS LAW.
Even as we are able to begin doing business
anywhere on the globe, large or small, we will be
able to establish U.S. (Nevada) corporations
which will give stability, even as to doing our
own side of the business. Perhaps there will
need to be more than one corporation
agency, for we will never again leave
anything to “chance” or open for “the big
snatch”. It will move beyond “Global”
business as that “joint venture partner”; it is
necessary to keep corporate ties as well
with those partners for ongoing extensions,
interchange and frankly, new business.
I told ALL OF YOU, AND THE WORLD
AROUND, that our mission is one of the
most physically-oriented programs to ever be
attempted between you and the Spiritual
Realm. So be it. Everything MUST be
backed with full confirmation of the offerings,
proof to back up any investigations and no
magical performances to further mislead the
viewing experiencers, for you get such an
abundance of those antics to kill you all.
For instance, I ask the following of The Rays
(nice label) to sit together during John’s recovery
period and THINK about those things having
taken place with V.K., etc., and PUT IT TO
PAPER. When you detail the “memories” with
as good dating as possible, confer with Jack
please, and give us as good a reference as you
can establish. This is the authentication which
the manipulators would like buried as they bury
or destroy their own records all the way to Lima,
Peru. This is not, however, to be surmised as
that the 7.9 quake of yesterday in Peru if part of
that program in progress.
Then for the sharing, please do likewise with
the experiences of current adventures. THIS IS
WHAT MAN NEEDS TO SHARE AND ARE
THE EXPERIENCES OF WHICH BOOKS ARE
MADE WHICH OFFER INSIGHT BEYOND
THE DAILY NOVELLAS. These move beyond
the Sipapu, so to speak.
THIS WILL ALL MAKE SENSE IN THE
UNFOLDMENT.
To the others who have stayed the course
and have made things work, from moving to
attending, begging and juggling, we bend our
knees, for the way has been such a struggle of
management just to make it through on the
shoestrings left them and in spite of missing
records, files and loss of funds.
Then, to you who have responded in service
and assistance, there are no words suitable to
give appreciation.
Your support has made the impossible fit
nicely into the category of possible, probable and
now, tying off the steel (in the vernacular of
construction foundation building).
Yes, we do yet need brave people to pick up
the gift and move forward. Remember, please,

that no matter how valid or workable is the
“product” and/or “Program (Project)”, the most
nasty and powerful players IN THE WORLD are
your adversaries. WHO WILL FINALLY
DARE AND SIMPLY “DO IT”?
It is extremely difficult to find those who care
enough about their own citizens and nations as to
step forward and DO IT. We have ones—
coming “back” to visit and see how we can still
be around—who simply faint at the prospect of
facing the dragon’s breath and pale at our people
who continue directly in the face of that dragon.
A “FUNNY” along the way! We asked Ron
K. to check on our full file recorded in Clark
County Nevada because there is obviously a push
to check out all the records. This he did and
sent a record which appeared as if everything
was there.
In checking something ELSE, however, a bit
of information “popped up” which caused him to
look a second time and surely enough, the last
recorded instruments were in a separate file and
did not even have reflection in the comprehensive
filing. NOW, HOW COULD THAT HAPPEN?
WE DON’T NEED TO PRY, JUST ATTEND.
This was corrected and it just “happened to be”
the last mailings to the U.S. Treasury-Treasurer,
Fed, etc., Notice and Certification of receiving
receipts. Now, don’t you find that interesting?
LEGAL RECOGNITION
This pile of documentation has been studied
with magnifying glasses around the globe now—
and NO FAULT HAS BEEN FOUND WITH
THE LEGALITIES OF SAME. I SAID AND
REPEAT: NONE.
Last evening, and you will all recognize the
name Pamatong, came Mr. Pamatong. E.J. spent
several hours with him.
He was just visiting prior to a trip to the U.S.
this week for business purposes regarding his
new position as a type of “Spokesperson” for
“Royal Sultanates of Mindanao”. His “card”
reads: He is the Chief Legal Counsel and
Spokesman, Moro National Liberation Front
Mission to the United Nations, and, Spokesman,
Proposed Federal Republic of Mindanao. It is noted
that the MNLF has permanent observer status with
the 56 member countries of the Organization of
Islamic Conference (OIC) now meeting.
He has contact information in New York and
to which a lot of you may wish to express some
appreciation for his work: 97-43, 81st Street,
Ozone Park, New York 11416. Tel: 718 3221512. E-mail: EVPAMATONG@aol.com
The reverse side of his business card reads:
Speaker, United Nations General Assembly of
Indigenous People, New York City, 1999.
President, Alliance for Meritocracy. Leader, the
Longest Filipino Civil Rights March, Washington,
DC, USA, 8-8-1999. Leader, First Filipino Civil
Rights March to the United Nations, New York
City, 10-24-1999.
Philippine Address: Katipunan Street Ext,
Dipolog City, Mindanao. (O917) 912-0454 - (065) 212-6241.
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He has spent these last several months traveling
the country with no less that Nur Misuari, head of
ARMM (Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao).
He is recognized as Datu Elley Velez Lao
Pamatong and is the author of the book on
Meritocracy we reprinted in CONTACT. You
returned readers will want to get copies of those past
issues, I’m sure. You see, we never deviated from
OUR MISSION as established over a decade ago.
YOU got distracted; we did not.
Recall please that Datu Pamatong is a lawyer
in the United States as well in the Philippines.
He is totally respected in BOTH.
He has studied GAIA into the minute
details and pronounces it legally valid in every
way—from holdings to content.
So when asked, “What and why the blocks?”
he said that the Administration in the Philippines
was in full destabilization mode and the President
is totally controlled by those powerful people who
control everything. He said he doesn’t even dare
to go against them. He also recognizes that with
the secession movement in Mindanao that there
will probably be the bloodiest war ever witnessed.
I find that appalling, don’t you? All they have
to do is put the people to work, build the nation and
stop the insanity.
The man (Pamatong) is totally frustrated and
“disappointed”—in other words “his dobber is
definitely down” (the big triple-D). Perhaps a word
of encouragement, especially from you Filipinos,
would give him renewed energy to serve your
cause—which, in fact, is the cause of all.
Sometimes, it is that an individual simply needs to
shore up the contact connections with Creator by
whatever name you call him.
What he really did was to come to check-in
with E.J. to get a bit of Spiritual refueling because
“God, even as a concept” is hard to hold onto in the
midst of such chaos and realization.
Fortunately, E.J. never falters nor waffles even
if he stumbles over the constant barrage of
charlatans and presenters. The toad-kissing
business is truly operational in the Philippines and,
yes, he meets with the toxic toads (TTs) as well as
the valid “frogs” to check it out.
Well, we’ll see. We simply have to go one
agonizing or exciting step at a time. Remember
that we pick up help all along the way—and as
we find those who “would” do something if they
only had “something with which to ‘do’”, they will
finally break out and make a run for the goal.
At some time there gets to be too many fires to
extinguish—in the hearts and souls of men.
When they “really” pray and can realize that an
answer has been sent, then there will be
unification effort made and manifested.
Always, I must remind over and over again,
my own teams working here and across the
globe: WE HAVE NO PLACE IN POLITICS.
We can state observations but THE PEOPLE
must make their own changes. This is what
has lost sovereignty to all nations and all
people—the thought and the waiting for
someone else to do it FOR them. Satan will
always step forward to assume that role. GOD
WILL NEVER DO SO.
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AROUND AND ABOUT
I might comment on that Peruvian quake of
yesterday. Do you realize the magnitude of a 7.9
reading? And what might be happening in that
unseen belt of activity? You have noticed, perhaps,
that Mayon Volcano south of Manila blew yesterday
as well? Everything is connected, my friends.
Mayon is the most predictable of the
unpredictable volcanic lava mountains—and
among the most beautiful. If you want to get
perspective on “power”—get in the presence of
such incredible power as is offered by a tidal
wave, tornado, earthquake or volcanic eruption.
Man becomes puny in the presentation of Mother
Nature. Man might be well advised to listen to
“his Mother’s” lessons.
Note, while you study your maps for location
of events, just generally consider such things as
El Niño and La Niña and you will realize that
you are dealing with a grid of activity in the
South Pacific far beyond any ability for
understanding. It is like your own human body
which is in constant motion; the Earth itself is
likewise in motion—while in turn the very cosmos in
which she lives is in motion beyond that of a
planet—as the living organism is itself CREATION.
BUILD OUTSIDE
THE DESTRUCTION/DANGER ZONE
If you have a volcano that erupts regularly and
the expected flow streams are pretty well defined,
what do you do about choices of living in proximity
to such a huge potential for wipeout?
Well, easy. You check your odds in all
instances. Next, what is your livelihood
expectation? Are you a farmer where lahar (ash)
enhances the land’s fertility exponentially but also
brings the risk of lahar flows the first time it rains?
Don’t you see that even with these circumstances,
you can live outside the flow zone and in this
modern technologically mechanized world you can
haul and spread lahar onto your fields, orchards, etc.,
OUTSIDE the hazard zone? Just be prepared to
get your equipment OUT OF THE HAZARD
ZONE when an eruption is expected. There is no
need to currently be caught with your eruption
down, my sleepy friends. Mayon has been in stages
of alert for many weeks now and evacuation meant
moving a couple of kilometers further back from the
base of the cone itself. You don’t have to run off
to the U.S. to escape Mayon Volcano.
Neither do you have to run off to anywhere to
stop the assault of the World Order manipulators
who are actually only a relative few compared to
the whole of you-the-people.
You simply have to BUILD “outside” the deadly
serpent’s fangs—just as you would not build in the
wash where the lava is running in its flow pattern.
TORNADO DAMAGE

The put up the same flimsy structures as just
blew down or away. For goodness sakes, if you
insist on remaining in such potentially deadly
pathways—BUILD FOR SAME. The first
catastrophe might be through ignorance—
subsequent catastrophes are FOOLISHNESS.
We were working out major plans for
structures which could withstand consistent and
sustained winds of in excess of 150 miles per
hour without damage or loss. Why? Because
the obvious and progressing Earth changes
indicate that you will experience that
phenomenon. It is much like suggesting that one
who cannot swim, live on a houseboat in the
middle of a bay known for sinking boats.
Don’t tell me, either, that you have no choice in
the matter. Of course you have a choice in EVERY
matter—even if it be the choice to have no choice.
IF YOU CHOOSE TO BUILD IN THE PATH OF
A LAVA FLOW, THEN DO NOT BLAME THE
VOLCANO FOR YOUR STUPIDITY. AN
ACTIVE VOLCANO IS GOING TO “BLOW”—
SHE HAS NO OTHER “CHOICE”, FOR SHE
JUST “IS” WITHOUT ABILITY TO THINK OR
REASON. Certainly, an erupting volcano is not
after YOU PERSONALLY TO SEEK OUT AND
DESTROY. If you are not in the area, you will not
be buried in lava—simple enough.
Now, is a volcano a BEAST of some kind of
evil? No, a volcano vents the Earth itself and
BUILDS (CREATES) MORE LANDMASS.
We are determined to build our programs
soundly and not have to weep later as the structures
either blow away or are buried in the debris of the
lava flow. We want our volcano to erupt in LIGHT
and not in fire and ashes. We are, after all, coming
up out of those ashes of prior ignorance and
devastation. Remember, it is called “Phoenix”!
By the way, readers, when you are quite sure
the whole world is against you, remember this:
No, there are billions of people who don’t even
know you! More often than not, the only person
against you is you.
Yes, it IS difficult to just walk off into the
unknown. However, what is the alternative? You
can’t even walk back into the past. It actually pays
in peace of mind to know what it is you wish to
create in “that unknown” ahead of you. Do you
want money in that unknown future? Then I suggest
you be ready to face the challenge and make it so.
That is the only way to accomplishment. Even
the New World Order had to take it step by step
to accomplish what they have presented. But
KNOW: Evil falls quickly when uncovered and
faced with TRUTH. Therefore, it will behoove
you to CREATE in truth and honor—because if
you don’t, you are simply taking from another just
as the manipulators have taken, from you and
others, your inheritance and birthright.
WHEN THE YOUTH UNDERSTANDS—
WATCH OUT!

If you pay attention, you will find that there are
Once the students begin to understand “how it
places more likely to experience a tornado than is” and beyond that which they are sold as a “bill of
others. Some people remain in those corridors and goods” from the hucksters, change is afoot. It is
rebuild sometimes 3-4 times. But, what do they do? happening right in Southeast Asia but, no, not yet in
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beautiful downtown Manila where everyone is fed
on EDSA (Madison Ave., U.S.A.) programming.
It is happening, however, today in Papua New
Guinea and, therefore, there is truly HOPE for
that little nation. In fact, perhaps we can leave
this with you at the end of this writing.
[QUOTING NEWS RELEASE, Mon. 25th June 2001:]
PAPUA NEW GUINEA: WE WANT
THE PM (PRIME MINISTER) OUT HERE!
PROTESTERS from the University of Papua
New Guinea (UPNG) have demanded that Prime
Minister Sir Mekere Morauta receive their
petition. [H: Note the use of “Sir”.]
They defied Sir Mekere’s final call to them on
Friday for eight to 10 students to meet with him
to discuss their petition.
NCD police commander Tom Kulunga
conveyed Sir Mekere’s message to the protesters
shortly after 1pm on Friday. But the students
and their supporters refused outright, demanding
that Sir Mekere receive their petition in person.
Mr. Kulunga told the protesters: “The Prime
Minister has asked me to tell you that he wants
to meet with student leaders. He wants to see
the student leaders and he will not come here.”
Sir Mekere’s message brought more shouting
and screaming from the protesters.
The UPNG Student Representative Council
president Augustine Molonges in reply said:
“Privatization is not an issue for students only but
for all of Papua New Guinea. We will not move
until the Prime Minister comes.
“We will not go to his meeting. When we go into
his meeting, our thoughts will be changed and we will
be influenced. We will stay out in the public.”
The protesters braved the heat from the
scorching sun and continued their calls for Sir
Mekere to receive their petition. The protesters
began converging in front of Morauta house as
early as eight o’clock on Friday morning. They
came in droves—students, men, women and even
children, from the different suburbs in the city
carrying placards that called FOR THE
ABOLITION OF THE PRIVATIZATION OF
STATUTORY
BODIES
AND
THE
REMOVAL OF THE WORLD BANK AND
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF).
[END OF QUOTING]
KEEP IN MIND THAT THE REASON THE
WORLD BANK WANTS THAT CENTRAL BANK
OF PNG IS BECAUSE THERE ARE ZILLIONS OF
DOLLARS IN GOLD AND ABLs IN THAT
BANK; AND WHOEVER CAPTURES THE
BANK—CAPTURES THAT ASSET OF WHICH
THE PEOPLE ACTUALLY KNOW NOTHING—
OR THERE WOULD BE A BACKUP OF ALL
THE PEOPLE IN THAT GATHERING.
Now, readers, let us take a bit of a changed
perspective on an old saying: “Where were/are
you when the lights came/come on?”
THE CHILDREN are your only hope or
possibility in your so-called future—ARE YOU
COMFORTABLE WITH THAT?
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Transparency International:
“Their” Secret Innersanctums
NWO hidden coffers have no auditing, no overview or certainly no interference.
6/29/01—#1 (14-317)
RE: GENERAL INQUIRIES; NEW GAIA
“PRODUCT”
NOTES;
TRANSPAR-ENCY
INTERNATIONAL; PNG DEMONSTRATIONS; WES
MANN FESTIVAL OF THE AGES—SUIT OVER
SLANDER AND EUSTACE MULLINS.
WHEN WILL YOU BE STILL
AND LISTEN, LOOK AND GROW?
Hatonn—We sit to the keyboard each morning to
find a new pile of petitions added to the ones remaining
from yesterday, last week, last month and, yes, year
before last. All want answers immediately and some
are, indeed, very personal.
What will we do in YOUR world if this keyboard
breaks down and can’t be replaced? Ah, indeed!
Let us discuss “our” place in the scheme of
“missions” abounding. But first, let us define “our”.
In the position of Ekkers, let us say, we have to
encompass everything which impacts me, Hatonn.
Why? Because we must integrate that which is with
that which is. It also brings realization that that
which takes place in darkest Africa or Papua New
Guinea is totally hooked to that which happens in
London, New Hebrides or New York.
It is expected from readers that somehow a
topic can be singularly brought forth and the next
instant, or a decade later, it is expected that “I”
should point out page and paragraph where we
wrote about that topic. NO!
Often, I want to use this very focus to bring to your
attention the difficulty of anyone or group of anyones in
having to do it ALL. Someone else needs to assemble
the encyclopedia and hold the memory disk and index—
NOT US. I am not “the” computer cadet—that is
one with his command, called Ashtar. That being
the label for the command and thus identification of
the Commander—not an actual name label.
If you have a story of Commander Ashtar having
some illegitimate child or other (FACTUALLY, THIS
WAS A TALE A FEW YEARS BACK), then you will
have a funny little computer running about—not some
handsome royal prince. What is it with you people?
We are, however, just about at the stage for kick-in
of the Ashtar Command if you get much nastier.
Over the years the writings were put into the
paper and then to Journals (at first there was no
one to even consider indexing them). Funds have
never magically fallen on heads and EVERY TASK
MUST BE ATTENDED AND PAID FOR—THAT
IS YOUR PHYSICAL WAY.
We did and we DO have volunteers who work
longer hours and harder labors than any CEO such
as Bill Gates, but they are building up “markers”
for those services—and those still working for our
success will most certainly receive in abundance
the rewards of the job well done.

I can use a good and recognized example of
how difficult it has become to even SERVE.
A little company was formed with Cort Christie as
the recognized incorporator and a Board of Directors
made up of many who would do various responsible
tasks in that company. It was called New Gaia.
Well, good for all, for it was decided that income from
that little company would be loaned back into the
Institute for continuing availability of funds as needed
for CONTACT to stay in print. This would be handled
through advertising costs. A flow would be
through fully accredited services to, in fact, pay
for Dr. Young’s, Martin’s, etc., services to the
paper and other expenses related to same.
But who kept the records? Enters now, Diane and
Jack, who put up the CASH to start the company—but
held no special responsibility other than Diane would
be responsible, but not solely, for the distribution of
products as they would be added, originally through
negotiations through such as Rick Martin.
Many parties provided service from label art to
product monitoring. Fully involved were degreed
engineers, a chemist, herbologists with Ph.D.
degrees and, as well, fully qualified nurses, a
physician, and a licensed Chiropractor. IS THAT
NOT
ENOUGH
TO
SATISFY
THE
REQUIREMENTS OF A NATURAL PRODUCT
AND VITAMIN DISTRIBUTORSHIP COMPANY?
Would you believe that spectrophotometers and
stainless steel extractors-colloidalizers COME CHEAP?
Of course not—but a very good “deal” was made
whereby several of these items were acquired through
purchase of a closed jojoba extraction plant.
The things necessary for the monitoring and
electrical enhancement of frequencies could be
established, monitored and recorded.
What happened, however, was that so many of
the people involved simply wanted the “pay” and
when that became difficult or there were
questions—they scattered like proverbial roaches
when the lights went on. NOT OVER PRODUCTS
BUT BECAUSE OF INVOLVEMENT WITH THOSE
TRYING TO OVERTHROW THE WHOLE PROJECT
OF WHICH NEW GAIA WAS BUT A TINY
FRAGMENT IN THE BUILDING PROGRAM.
THAT was the ONLY resource for some of the
things which were GIFTS from GOD, my friends.
You know, the “stuff of life” in a very normal,
every-day availability.
These wonderful gifts were taken by the ones
recognized as the SPECTRUM group and even
advertisements on the Internet were put forth for
“recipes” for such as Gaiandriana which would
both putrefy and be potentially contaminated.
This was given forth as “take some Gaiandriana
you have on hand and add all this incredible
“stuff”—to make your own. Why? So the
people “of Afghanistan and Appalachia” could
have access to this wondrous product.
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So, what was it all about? TO SHUT DOWN
THIS KEYBOARD! AND IN ADDITION, TO
DISCREDIT THE VERBAL TAPES AND TO BURY
ANY PROJECT “WE” HAD/HAVE GOING.
As people would jump the burning ship—which
THEY HAD SET AFIRE—they destroyed, took, or hid
the records and even managed to get the very property
where central records were held—seized and stripped.
Finally, just about one year ago in July, the
Feds raided, at the behest of these same darlings,
every associated office they could find, terrorized
the people, plastered the whole show on TV and in
the papers, AND FOUND NOTHING!
Products were seized and hauled off by the
shoebox full because there was nothing huge or even
worthy of note, to seize. The Feds downloaded all
the records because [informants had stated] “these
computers were used to distribute drugs” AND “I
have personal knowledge...” about those computers.
Oh, that narrows the informers to two at most!
Of course, we know who did the affidavits and with
whom they were/are connected. That information is
flowing nicely back every week that passes.
A case? In time; we are focused on other
important things but, yes, of course, there will
need to be accounting.
THAT, however, is not my topic here. My remarks
are to list some examples of what goes wrong as
people CHANGE according to disinformation they
are dished out of the misinformation files.
The point is that records, write-ups,
background, and backup records were scattered
with the scattering of people—through those who
had access to the files and records—OR THEY
DID NOT KEEP RECORDS OF ANYTHING IN
THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY DEPARTMENT.
So, in an effort to reassemble documents, write-ups
and thus-and-so, it comes back to D & E to flesh out
the information needs. Well, that is aimed at me, Hatonn,
who brought the “ideas” in the first place and caused D
to work through hundreds and hundreds of loaves of
bread, as example, to bring forth a mix for spelta bread
of standard quality, contents list and nutrient information.
Yes, that information is available, even
published in CONTACT publicly—BUT, ability to
locate the information is all but impossible, for
there are no real cross-references. Therefore, it is
as if we start all over again—expected from this
keyboard in Manila—with NOTHING to reference.
I want to point out something else: It seems that
everyone who is recently trying to sort this somehow
expects “Diane” and “Jack” to have all those records, all
those product identifications, etc. NO, THEY DID NOT
BUILD THESE PRODUCTS—THEY WERE ONLY
DISTRIBUTORS. If Diane distributed GaiaGlo, which
was originally my product assembled by Kathy, she only
dealt with the finished and packaged product.
What is GaiaGlo? Distraction? Well, it is, in my
opinion, the best lotion to be found anywhere—anytime.
It has all sorts of wonderful things in it which, among
other things, feeds the body melanin cells which protects
the skin from sun, gives a nice “tan” tint to the skin in
a most natural way and is both anti-bacterial and antifungal in basic structure through the natural ingredients
in the lotion. Kathy has a Ph.D. in herbology and
with our work together with selected natural antimicrobials—such as some of the colloids and OxySol
solutions—GaiaGlo has been shown or acclaimed by
uses to even resolve skin lesions of great concern.
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WE MAKE NO CLAIMS. However, we had, and
supposedly Kathy still has, some wondrous appreciations
as in one person whose “Athlete’s Foot” fungus of
MANY, MANY years had responded to nothing else.
I REPEAT: WE HAVE MADE NO CLAIMS
EXCEPT THOSE OF NATURAL INGREDIENTS AND
AS A NATURAL FOOD SUPPLEMENT.
I bring up this whole topic because I am hounded
about “where” and “how” do “we get those
products”? Well, you can come to the Philippines and
get them but that seems a bit out of the way—and
since there is no “business operation” here in the
Philippines, that is not a very good resource—YET.
I can tell you again, however, that these
products carried by New Gaia in the colloidalized
products do not deteriorate unless the particulate
has reason to have “dropped out” of the cells—but
that is easily checked in every instance. Anything
based on the Drias-Drions-Mitochondrias, etc., ARE
ONLY ENHANCED BY AGING. ONCE MATURED,
THE CELLS BECOME TOTALLY COMBINED WITH
THE WATER MOLECULES THEMSELVES.
These particular products were not in question
by the Feds as such—only that the labels did not
reflect a couple of new requirements of the FDA
as in “food supplement” and a statement: “No
approved therapeutic claims”.
There has been no contact from any of the
“Raiders” since early December of last year. The raids
themselves now approach the one year period lapsed with
no instructions, return of computer central brains and
threats to imprison Diane for label violations of some
kind BASED ON THOSE FELONIOUS AFFIDAVITS
which concocted Appalachian and Afghanistan availability
of “help yourself” garbage on the Internet.
Well, New Gaia closed its doors forever and only
serviced totally unquestioned products from other
distributors of vitamins, supplements, etc. Diane has
gone with another company recently and that information
can, we assume, be gotten through CONTACT.
I believe the Dria products will have been “closed
out” with the closure of “New Gaia” although products
and any equipment might well have been sold to other
interested parties. Our original supplier was a Doctor in
Utah, Dr. Hoffman, as to Drias, and there are so many
other suppliers of colloids that surely there are other
resources for some of the more common varieties.
I understand that some of those are offered by a
new company but are not market-cornered.
OxySol is not available as in a general market
product but is totally natural in its makeup and is
simply a result of catalytic colloidalization processing.
I have asked that these things be somehow made
available but know that our people have HAD ENOUGH.
I have asked, therefore, that somehow the stock which
was shifted or in holding be qualified as to labeling
requirements and made available to our old friends. I
understand that there is a willingness on the part of
CONTACT to help resolve this load of phone calls,
etc., and would exchange advertising of a distributor
as was done before, with New Gaia, for making these
products remaining, available to our readers.
And back to topic one at the top of this page.
There are TECHNICAL write-ups which we produced
and ran in the paper from time to time. I ask that
those be pulled out and run again [MM: For starters
(until all can be rerun), read/reread/order the
January 17, 2000 issue of CONTACT that was
primarily dedicated (17 of the 24 pages) to the

latter-referenced products with its front-page
Special Report; then read “Understanding
Gaiandriana” for a more “technical write-up”
about same in the November 15, 2000 CONTACT
on page 12], possibly more than once because these
are products people want and don’t know where else
to go. GaiaGlo, as example, is an original product as
are some of the other things and were not yet carried
in the Health chains, although many of the products
were available in the local outlets only IN NEVADA.
New Gaia was/is a Nevada corporation and only did
business as a corporation through Nevada.
GO STUDY THE CORPORATION INFORMATION
UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND THE BUSINESS
POTENTIALS WHICH ALLOW, WITH BLESSINGS OF
LEGALITY, FOR SUCH TYPES OF BUSINESSES OR
CONSULTANT OPERATIONS TO FLOURISH UNDER
NEVADA’S SHELTERING. A DISTRIBUTOR, FOR
INSTANCE, HAS TO GET PRODUCTS FROM
ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE THOSE PRODUCTS
ARE PRODUCED, INCLUDING FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
I am asking that “my” products offered to you be
made available again; however, that requires an
investment of funds which have been depleted by the
legal battles mandated by the Feds to answer for those
raids. This is simply “responding” and not in any way
“fighting” any such invasions. Along these lines, I,
Hatonn, override Dharma’s objections: I want Ekkers to
have a BREAD MACHINE. There were AT LEAST
eight of them in the stripped house, so surely there could
be one found—that works. Then, I do, yes, suggest
that the mill be fixed for Spelta flour for those bread
mixes and for ability to get flour. She had to make the
mixes work for the various round, square and oblong
machines. If a used one can’t be found, please buy
one and ship it—they don’t have such luxuries over
in the Philippines within reach of access. There are
no other facilities to easily handle cooking or, certainly,
baking. PLEASE TEST THE MACHINE FIRST
AND MAKE SURE IT IS LISTED AS “USED” TO
EVEN GET IT OUT OF CUSTOMS. ALSO, LIST
ON THE LABEL “FOR PERSONAL USE”.
PROJECTS
Why insist on this type of thing? Because
Spelta will be a full-blown project OVER HERE IN
THE PHILIPPINES. It will take a while, yes, but
RICE is simply not sufficient for the health
needs—and the white bread fed these people is
worse than no bread at all. WE ARE NOT JUST
SERVING THE PHILIPPINES TO BRING VALID
OUR FUNDING RESOURCES—WE INTEND THIS
PLACE TO BE THE “LIGHT” OF CHANGE.
Will Spelta grow well in the Tropics? You will never
know if you don’t try it! No one will ever “try it” if they
don’t know what it is—and there is only one good way
to show-and-taste and that is through “eating”.
That little process requires a piece of bread to
taste by a potential farmer/baker. And, no, it doesn’t
need to be rushed at extravagant expense—but it is
coming right up onto time to introduce some of our
ideas into these projects while the livelihood layouts
are being constructed. And, NO, that does not mean
we are in the farming-baking business. WE ARE,
HOPEFULLY, IN THE FUNDING BUSINESS FOR
THE PEOPLE TO DO THEIR OWN PROJECTS.
BUT THEY HAVE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
WHAT IS AVAILABLE AND WONDROUS THAN
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WHAT THEY HAVE BEEN OFFERED BY AND
THROUGH THE NEW WORLD ORDER OF
CONTROLLERS AT EVERY SEED PLANTING.
Can Ekkers do all this? Of course—but why
should they? The crop starts with the planting of
seeds, either as ideas, desirable goals, and/or a
grain seed, a bean, or a mango pit.
YOU SAID YOU COULD DO THIS JOB,
PEOPLE, SO WHY DON’T I FIND MORE? I HEAR
“LIGHTED THIS AND LIGHTED THAT” AND
NOTE THAT YOU DANGLE AROUND WITH THE
DARK-SIDE WHILE IMPATIENTLY WAITING FOR
SOMEONE ELSE TO DO SOMETHING. YOU
WILL ACTUALLY GO SUPPORT SOMETHING
THAT HAS ABSOLUTELY NO REASON FOR A
“FUTURE”—WHILE YOU LET YOUR OWN
FORMERLY SUPPORTED PROJECTS ROT IN THE
FIELDS ALONG WITH THE PEOPLE INVOLVED.
I do not harp on this like the toothache, readers, I
must remind you that your choices are always in “free
will” and most people simply can’t do any more—but
choices often and certainly present as otherwise. I note
that excuses to NOT HELP are as exampled by a man
spending his last paycheck on Christmas doodles while
his factory closes. This indicates that you have been
distracted from the PROBABILITIES in store for you as
a species. You most certainly do NOT have to
recognize me or mine—but if you would sustain and
maintain, you must HEAR SOMEONE OR SOME
THING which recognizes ACTION as a result of finding
TRUTH. Unlocking a cell-door is only one tiny thing in
recovery of freedom. Therefore, assuming “Truth”
unlocks the door. Sitting in the cell corner on your cot
after the key turns is fatal to freedom—for someone will
come and lock the door as quickly as possible. In
addition, “they” will also shore-up the prison.
I am also reminded of those who will “help
God’s cause” just as soon as I get through with
my charity dinner dance—if there are funds left
over. Why, pray tell, should God have to beg for
your alms when HE has gifted you with all of
CREATION? Is there something wrong here?
Spelta, frankly, is the ONLY full-nutritional grain
grown on the planet. It is sweet, non-hybridized so that
the seeds are good for replanting, and it, along with some
lentils for protein and something like Melloream (milk
product) can sustain through famines, both man and
beast. I DO NOT CHANGE MY PROGRAM WITH
EVERY DOWNDRAFT OF MAN’S WHIMS. THAT IS
THE PRACTICE OF YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
WHICH SIDE OF THE CELL DOOR WILL
YOU FIND SELF?
Again, examples and parables are the best teachers;
we have so many pieces of evidence of manipulation,
censorship and outright assault on information release
and happenings to stun any observant reader.
Even in light of the past few days surrounding the
arraignment proceedings of the former President
Estrada, the proclaimed international hoopla—fizzled
totally. There was a war called and nobody came!
There was no EDSA IV or X. There was not even
a PLEA by Mr. Estrada who was continually referred
to as MR. PRESIDENT. Now “everything” except
lawyers at play will take place in the trial/nonsense
for months and months. This “trial” is expected to
easily last through the 2004 election and probably
the next decade. No nonsense—THAT is what is
speculated and given as press releases.
That is only one observation, let us try one
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more recently visible.
A couple of days ago I wrote and offered a News
Release regarding Papua New Guinea and the students
demonstrating, having sit-ins and demanding presence
of the Prime Minister (their servant if you recall) to
meet with them, the people. The uprising was over
PRIVATIZATION of the national assets and the
demise of sovereignty by those actions.
Today the streets are worse in PNG—but the
reports no longer indicate any reference to
privatization or those silly protestor causes. Let us
just print the “today” observation out of the press:
[QUOTING Associated Foreign Press,
Thursday, June 28, 2001:]
PNG: POLICE PROMISE PROBE
PORT MORESBY, PNG—Papua New Guinea
police opened fire on RETREATING student
protesters inside a university campus, killing three
pupils [H: Shades of Kent State?], demonstration
leaders said yesterday. The government earlier
yesterday sought to quell the worst civil unrest since
independence in PNG’s capital of Port Moresby by
promising a probe into the fatal shootings of the three
students earlier this week. Food and fuel shortages
have also begun to bite in the Pacific nation’s lawless
capital of Port Moresby after the violent antigovernment protest paralyzed the city, witnesses said.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, AGAIN, the last sentence of the prior article
offered as THE NEWS RELEASE OF MONDAY, 25TH
JUNE, 2001; JUST THREE DAYS AGO, AS THE
PRESS DATES IN THE LOCAL TIME-ZONE:
“THEY CAME IN DROVES—STUDENTS, MEN,
WOMEN AND EVEN CHILDREN, FROM THE
DIFFERENT SUBURBS IN THE CITY CARRYING
PLACARDS THAT CALLED FOR THE ABOLITION
OF THE PRIVATISATION OF STATUTORY BODIES
AND THE REMOVAL OF THE WORLD BANK AND
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF).”
And so—what is your opinion regarding controlled
media information flow? Guess which “truth” will flow
through the international media organizations!
WHY THE PHILIPPINES
AS TO MY INTERESTS?
Well, in transpositioning the “NEWS”
COMPLAINTS by the controllers, I am hopefully
able to point out to YOU readers the potential of
the Philippines as INDIRECTLY given to you as a
means of change for the better.
We can start with the “money laundering”
accusations against the Republic of the Philippines
(RP). WHO, EXACTLY, WANTS TO BE ABLE TO
MONITOR ALL THE MONEY EXCHANGES ON
THE GLOBE? SURELY, YOU DON’T BELIEVE
EVEN FOR A MINUTE THAT IT IS CAUSED BY
DRUG OR CRIMINAL ELEMENTS IN THE
GENERAL SECTORS OF ONGOING LIVING.
GAIA, FOR INSTANCE, CAN ONLY BE HELPED
BY SUCH REPORTINGS—AND THE DRUGMONEY EXCHANGE WILL GO ON WITH FAR
LESS DIFFICULTY IF MONITORED BY CLOSED
INSTITUTIONS THAT ARE NEVER AUDITED
AND TOTALLY SECRET IN NATURE. I
REPEAT: GAIA CAN ONLY BE HELPED
THROUGH
CAUSE
FOR
REPORTING

EVERYTHING IN THIS GOOD, VALID, AND
CLEAN PROJECT. THE MORE BOOKKEEPING,
THE BETTER FOR OUR CAUSE—EVERY TIME.
The Philippines is among the small handful to come
under total attack about money laundering—when,
exactly WHO launders such monies?
Well, you have a maverick in the Philippines.
When integrating the payoffs and kickbacks to
Philippine entities it got all tangled up with the born
and proven corruption antics of the natives
themselves. They each have a tribal propensity to
shift everything from wealth to wives. FILIPINOS
ACTUALLY FOUND WAYS TO GET “AROUND”
THE NEW WORLD ORDER TO GAIN THROUGH
ADDED CRIME, CRIME COVER-UPS AND,
CERTAINLY, CORRUPTION. The New World
Order through its agencies (IMF/WB, etc.) needs
to bring into stop-cause the ability for Filipinos to
continue their exchanges which disrupt the NWO
plans. It is out of control.
Now, today, June 29, 2001 comes another
“rating” which is placed onto the Philippines
through Prince Phillip’s (Royal House of Windsor)
organization, Transparency International. Prince
Phillip also started about the same time: World
Wildlife Federation (WWF) to which Jaime Zobel de
Ayala heads the branch in the Philippines.
The WWF was to stop the honest taking of
wildlife—even to poachers of the ordinary killers
for food for tribal people. But further, IT
COVERED (SHELTERED) THE AUTHORIZED
POACHERS OF RARE AND VALUABLE SPECIES,
IVORY, ETC.
TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL was
established to give an APPEARANCE of
demanding transparency in all trade, banking,
and you name it. What it actually means is
that you be transparent in all your dealings but
everything of “theirs” goes directly into the
secret innersanctums of the hidden coffers which
have no auditing, no overview or certainly no
interference. And, if things get too hot for such
as the IMF—simply change the name and come
down harder and with more controls under
international banking regulations—also unlawful
in the very concept of banking.
Banks were originally for ONE PURPOSE—TO
HOLD AND SECURE MONEY OR ASSETS FOR
DEPOSITORS—PERIOD. THAT SERVICE WAS TO
HAVE BEEN A PAID-FOR SERVICE AND AGAIN—
PERIOD. “YOU’VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY!”
Were the laws “lawfully” changed to allow for what
you have going today? NO, NO AND REALLY, AGAIN,
NO. It is “assumed” because somebody such as
Greenspan indicates or infers that what they do is legal
that somehow it must be so. THE FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT WAS PASSED ON OR ABOUT
CHRISTMAS EVE, 1913 AT AROUND MIDNIGHT
WITH ONLY ABOUT 4 CONGRESSMEN PRESENT
FOR THE VOTING. THEN IT JUST EXPIRED ITS
TIME RUNNING THROUGH CONGRESS AND
“BECAME”. IT WAS FURTHER SAID THAT IT WAS
THROUGH JEWISH ORCHESTRATION BECAUSE
THEY WERE THE ONES WHO WERE NOT
CELEBRATING “CHRISTMAS” AND REMAINED IN
WASHINGTON SPECIFICALLY TO REMAIN
UNNOTICED. What an interesting observation. It
works every time, doesn’t it?
And now, what of Transparency International with
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results released in BERLIN, GERMANY (even more
interesting, don’t you agree?). Well, let’s see what the
paper says:
[QUOTING Front Page, The Philippine STAR, Fri,
June 29, 2001:]
RP RANKS 65TH IN TRANSPARENCY

[H: Bully for them—there is HOPE after all.]
The Philippines ranks 65th out of 91 countries in
terms of transparency in government dealings,
according to a study by an international nongovernment organization fighting corruption. [H:
Now what is that old thing about foxes,
chickens and henhouses?]
Results released in Berlin, Germany by
Transparency International (TI) [H: Well, I
guess it does “sound” non-governmental but
“sounds-like”can certainly be deceiving.]
showed the Philippines garnering 2.9 points in the
latest corruption perception index, slightly
improving from last year’s score of 2.8. [H:
“IMPROVING”? Exactly WHO SAYS?
Note that a corporation is never “a” person
and at best you will only have some
“spokesperson”
handing
this
noninformation conjured ANY WAY THAT
SERVES THE INTERESTS OF THE
PRODUCERS.]
The score placed the
Philippines in the 65th slot, alongside Guatemala,
Senegal and Zimbabwe.
TI executive director Margit Van Ham [H:
Come again? WHO is Margit Van Ham, for
goodness sakes?] said results of recent surveys
showed that the corruption situation all over the
world has worsened. [H: I can concur with the
conclusion, I suppose, but “what” surveys?]
“The world is in a crisis, and we are appealing to
all civil societies and governments to take some action,”
Van Ham said.
She explained that scores refer to the degree of
corruption and lack of transparency in government
dealings as perceived by businessmen, members of
academe and risk analysists. A score of 10 translates
to a clean government while 0 means that a
government is perceived as totally corrupt.
Based on the 2001 index, Finland has the least
corrupt government agencies and public officials with
a near-perfect score of 9.9. On the other hand,
Bangladesh is perceived as having the most corrupt
government with a score of 0.4.
Van Ham said the 2001 index was based on the
results of independent surveys conducted by institutions
from each country. [H: “Oh, come on now”
number two—WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE,
WHICH, WHY AND HOW?]
At least three surveys are required for a country
to be included in the index. A total of 11 surveys
were used to assess the Philippine performance.
[H: OK, who, what, when, where, which, why
and how? If the Philippines, for example, is
so damnably corrupted—how about the
surveys themselves? We have found no
other surveys to be worthy of second note—
even to the election results.]
Van Ham said the Philippine government has
a lot of work to do.
“This year’s score does not show any
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decisive change. If you score 2.9, it means you
have a very serious problem,” she said. [MM: It
sounds like scoring 10.0 might indicate
extremely serious problems!]
Van Ham suggested that a concerted effort
from various fronts of society must be set in motion
to weed out corruption from government agencies
and offices and improve the image of the Philippines,
especially in the eyes of the business community.
[H: Ok, and again, who, when, where, which,
why, and HOW. It would appear to me that
Ms. Van Ham needs a new job—for what
earthly good is the one she has?]
“The Philippines has very good laws and anticorruption programs, but they need to be implemented
effectively. The society at large, the judiciary, media,
business and the government need to work together on
an anti-corruption strategy. People must see that
corruption is a very serious matter,” she said.
[H: Well, not to worry, Margit, for you can be
assured that very definitely all those named DO
WORK
TOGETHER
REGARDING
CORRUPTION—IN THE MOST AMAZING
AND CREATIVE WAYS POSSIBLE, AIDED
AND ABETTED BY PEOPLE WHO
ESTABLISH STUPID AGENCIES AS YOU
HAVE JUST REPRESENTED HERE.]
[END OF QUOTING]
Students, check your own reading abilities and you
will find that you can find ever so much more
“storyline” in the above copy. This is what happens on
the way to LOSS OF SOVEREIGNTY.
Surprisingly, there is a renewed interest here and
there in national sovereignty which is under attack by
this New World Rule. Even Russia stood up and apart
against the U.S. THIS WEEK in the UN in an effort
to help safeguard the very sovereignty of the nation of
IRAQ. PNG wants to remain SOVEREIGN—and
once that central bank is gone to privatization to
such as the World Bank, it is over. There is no
sovereignty after the raid-and-seize—period.
The Philippines is holding to a mere wisp of
a thread as the takeover of the nation and
removal of sovereignty is under way. The
solutions are simple but—with the media in full
consort with the adversary on the prowl and taking
the chickens—can depend on, at the least, bloodshed
caused by the “foxes” eating you chicks alive.
Can this downward spiral be stopped? Yes,
indeed, it only takes one at the top to stop it
dead in its tracks—and it is called the President
of THIS SOVEREIGN NATION. Even a
National Bank banker could do it in the stroke of
a pen. GOD HAS TIME! DO YOU?
I have one final thing for this writing or to be
presented in a very prominent manner in the paper,
please. Rather than ask for e-mailings all over, I will
ask Dharma to retype. This is very important and
should be run with a special note of attention.
ATTENTION: SPECIAL REPORT
[QUOTING: E-mail, Fri, 22 Jun 2001. RE:
Wes Mann’s response to David Lethbridge’s
slurs of “anti-Semitic”, etc., over the presence of
Eustace, in particular, at this year’s Summer
Festival of the Ages (Canada). Superb!]
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CRIMINAL CHARGES LAID! PRESS RELEASE Moreover, Eustace Mullins is the very foundation
upon which investigative research into such topics as
The Preferred Network
the Federal Reserve through Biblical investigations
June 22, 2001
are based on total documented digging.
Just as some of our own Journals and issues of
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT were barred from Canada—I suggest
that Eustace Mullins has been banned also. This is
Local Salmon Arm (B.C., Canada) professor all orchestrated by the B’nai B’rith-Anti Defamation
David Lethbridge, currently before the courts facing League (ADL) along with the World Jewish Council
a criminal charge of defamatory libel under S. 301 of headed up by Mr. Bronfman of Canada, who
the Criminal Code, is now facing a second charge of owns large concerns in the U.S. This is the
libel in relation to his publications. Mr. Wes Mann, same source of the rip-offs of banks and gold in
organizer of the Festival of the Ages, has also Switzerland for payments to the Holocaust
filed an identical charge against Mr. Lethbridge, causes, including “slave labor” during the Second
who was served with this summons while making World War. PEOPLE, WARS ARE NOT NICE
his first appearance at court in relation to the THINGS TO HAVE AROUND.
original charge laid by Ms. Anderson. Supporters
Selling prisoners’ organs as is done in China is
of Ms. Anderson completely overwhelmed the NOT NICE but nonetheless, it IS! Good, bad or
courtroom, with over a dozen people forced to indifferent—IT IS. AND, FURTHERMORE, the
stand as a result of lack of space. This further organs have a market among those ELITE who
charge against Mr. Lethbridge is next scheduled would put down the world into this NEW ORDER.
for court appearance on August 7, 2001.
It is: Kill a prisoner in China and get a kidney in
Mr. Wes Mann states that he has been attacked London or the local Jewish hospital in Los Angeles.
several times in the past by Mr. Lethbridge and has YOU ARE NOT IN A NICE WORLD! And,
also now finally decided to take a stand. Mr. Mann when someone dares speak out with truth about
states that neighbours have appeared on his property i t — O F F W I T H T H E I R H E A D S ! S o b e i t ,
accusing him of being a racist and other names as friends and enemies, there is no place for the
a result of Mr. Lethbridge’s unprovoked and false adversary’s troopers to go EITHER! Guess what
public attacks. “I am not a fascist and have never there is “proverbially” on Heaven and Earth—both
associated with any fascists,” says Mr. Mann. terms being generic? So, what might that make the
“Mr. Lethbridge is out to prevent my festival, Earthly experiences as in relationship to heaven or
which is the largest in Canada, from continuing hell? Out there somewhere is very definitely a
due to the incredible success we have had in “Spiritual” experience/expression and that is known
providing truthful information to Canadians about as Heaven. Care to argue? I don’t even care to
unlawful taxes, freedom issues, health issues and debate. It is whatever YOU choose it to be but I
other vital topics. This can only be because of his suspect that if you are “walking around” in a
communist beliefs which require him to lie and do breathing apparatus—you might wish to carefully
whatever is necessary to promote Communism, as consider this point of view.
his own communist policies require.”
Finally, I want to tell you “editors” that the
“I promote freedom of speech and other “RE” statement at the top is not something in
i m p o r t a n t v a l u e s C a n a d i a n s c h e r i s h . M r . cement. It is a reference for our possibly being able
Lethbridge is an admitted communist member and to locate a topic from time to time from the entropy
promotes this in his articles. Canadians must ask piles. Surely, you must realize if you think about it
the obvious, who has the real political agenda that we have written the equivalent of some 40
here? Certainly it is Mr. Lethbridge.”
books since being in the Philippines. There are over
Eileen Pressler has successfully sued Mr. 230 volumes published or ready for press. That
Lethbridge for defamatory libel, which was means that now we have done nearly three
upheld by the B.C. Court of Appeal. Another hundred “books” we call Journals due to the
case against Mr. Lethbridge is pending and ongoing dating and type of writing structure.
scheduled to be heard this fall. Mr. Lethbridge
By the way, Dharma had agreed to do two and
was found guilty in the previous case of mooning then five and now—nearly three hundred later with a
people, damaging innocent people’s property, and paper a week for all these years, she rebels
placing threatening phone calls.
occasionally. At these rebellious times we solve the
“I am calling upon the Okanagan University to problem by tripling up the flow—so complaints are far
immediately terminate this man’s employment. We less on most days. I personally am outrightly
cannot have this man, an admitted communist, amused to see that such as Dr. Young claims that
committing these types of atrocities and unlawful acts they have captive Commander Hatonn. Dharma
against innocent people on a repeated basis, working at has been trying to get me to “go on home” ever
a public university teaching these unlawful tactics to our since the public claim to same.
Yes, indeed, we march right on ahead with the
children” says Mr. Mann.
biggest going plan on the globe today. Now THAT is
David Lindsay, Agent for Mr. Mann
something in which to enjoy participation!
780-953-1434 (British Columbia, Canada)
You just don’t happen to think YOU ARE
[END OF QUOTING]
OK, friends, here is an opportunity for giving, at WORTHY of such honor as playing on our team? Forget
the least, some special support to OLD FRIENDS. it, teammates! GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES.
Love, GCH
Wes Mann has been a CONTACT and Phoenix
friend for as long as there has been either. dharma
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GAIA Has Offer On The Table To
The Nation Of Papua New Guinea
6/30/01—#1 (14-318)
RE: GET SERIOUS ON PAPUA NEW GUINEA (PNG)
MENTALITY OF THE KILLING FIELDS
Hatonn—It is a fact that even in deadly
disasters, called catastrophes, more life-forms live
than are deaded on the globe as a whole. In fact,
you can watch the “causes of war” and know
WHERE and usually HOW the killing will proceed
and WHO will get it in the end (well, both ends).
MAYON AGAIN ERUPTS
A good example is right here very close to
Manila: Mayon volcano. People were evacuated.
But, the overcrowding, lack of potable water and
zilch sanitary facilities, including lack of toilets, is
now killing off the evacuees and causing such an
overburden of the system that the minute it
appeared the volcano was spewing less, the orders
were that people should go home again. Oh, wow,
the mass migration back to the so-called danger
areas began, lest the next meal not be forthcoming.
Then the Fickle Fiddler called Mt. Mayon laughed
and again erupted more devastatingly than before.
This was now worse than before because of the
bedrock, so to speak, of the hot lava still settling
while the rains came and rained upon the fields,
cooled even more quickly the surface of the lava and
pushed ashes and cinders into the rain off-flow.
ONLY IN THE PHILIPPINES?
No, NOT only in the Philippines. But you have
a “syndrome” reinforced—do NOT trust the
government or even one another. Good advice!
Besides, you can’t tell a thing from the various reports
on any topic(s). People, especially in the major
“killing fields”, are now terrorized into zombieism. This facilitates easy “herding” of the goyim
cattle. You leave a place when you are told to—and
jump into the fire when you are told to—while
disinformation flows like floodwaters over a dam.
PAPUA NEW GUINEA REVISITED
AS TO CAUSE OF RIOTING
We have been asked to please publish the
following in CONTACT. Please note that this
indicates that people are reading this paper. The
party had no way to realize we offered information
from two sources just yesterday. I wanted this
particular article for first topic today because it
would have been probably missed in importance in
the lengthy writing yesterday which bore much
miscellaneous subject material. I ask you to please
pay close attention and then compare articles.
From PNG comes another published article

from the Associated Press (parent of AFP) and note
that in the AFP release there was NO MENTION
OF THE REAL REASONS FOR THE UPRISING
OF STUDENTS AND CITIZENS.
“AP” has now run an article because they had
to correct the total lacking of appropriate
information given through the AFP. But I want
you to notice the slant on what is released here in
this follow-on press release yesterday. Note that
the IMF/WB have frozen loans, etc., only to “save”
the economy. Moreover, note that the important
information is not even offered until the very end
of the article—when it should have been
(according to press rules) contained in the very
first paragraph of any article on any topic.
[QUOTING Associated Press, June 29, 2001:]
PNG POLICE FIRE ON PROTESTERS, KILLING 3
PORT MORESBY, Papua New Guinea—Up to
three people were killed and 15 wounded Tuesday
(June 26, 2001) when police fired on demonstrators.
Police refused to say how many people had
died, but local media said three college students
were killed after crowds attacked and looted shops
and stoned vehicles.
The situation in Port Moresby was tense but calm
after the clashes. [H: Well, THAT will not last.]
The trouble began overnight as protest against
economic reform turned violent. Students and
others oppose government efforts to privatize state
corporations to save the economy, crippled by
years of mismanagement and corruption.
Prime Minister SIR Mekere Morauta’s
government is unpopular because of its DRIVE TO
REFORM THE ECONOMY. [H: Indeed, right
into total destruction of the nation, total loss of
sovereignty and a give-away of all assets
including the reserves in the CENTRAL BANK.]
Morauta appeared under heavy police guard on
Monday to accept a student petition against the
World Bank and other international bodies
advising the government on reforms.
Police fired tear gas and automatic weapons
overnight to try to disperse the protesters, who for
five days had blockaded government buildings.
Several government vehicles were burned, a
store was torched and other shops looted at
settlements near Port Moresby’s international
airport and in the city’s main shopping precinct.
Police Commissioner Sam Inguba appealed on
radio for calm. “There is no assurance of security
[in certain areas of Port Moresby] at the moment,”
he told FM-100 radio.
Inguba said the protest was “unlawful, illegal”
since Morauta had accepted the students’ petition.
A caller to the radio station blamed police for
the violence. “I blame police for being trigger
happy last night and early this morning,” said the
caller, who did not wish to be identified. “They
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incited the crowds in the early hours by firing shots.”
Government offices, schools and public
transport have been crippled by the protests.
Blockades put up by students have stopped many
people from getting to work in the capital.
The World Bank, the World Trade Organization
and other foreign donors have frozen loans
because of delays in privatizing state companies.
The government abandoned plans to cut the army
by half earlier this year after soldiers rebelled.
The students, who have broad public support,
claim privatization will place large parts of the
economy under foreign control. They are
demanding that the World Bank and other aid bodies
pull out of the country. (AP) [MM: Interesting
that the IMF isn’t mentioned in this followup—only references to “other international
bodies” and “other foreign donors”.]
[END OF QUOTING]
NOW THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR: WHAT DO
YOU DO IN PNG?
This is an excellent inquiry and, yes, this time,
of me, Hatonn.
The problem really originates with the IMF/WB/
WTO (see article but question why the WTO is
even mentioned). It is hardly likely that PNG is a
fully-fledged member of the WTO (World Trade
Organization). Even China is not yet a member so
open the eyes, chilluns.
WHO are “other foreign donors” who have
“frozen loans”? Well, let us focus on what WE
HAVE AS INVOLVEMENT IN POTENTIAL.
By “we” I indicate at this juncture Global
Alliance Investment Association (GAIA). Do we
have an offer on the table? YES, INDEED.
ON SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2000 GAIA ISSUED
A DEED OF ASSIGNMENT TO “THE NATION
OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA”. Erick San Juan
was gracious enough to deliver, or have
delivered, those documents to the Embassy of
Papua New Guinea.
OK, there was follow-up to that “Ambassador”
who claimed he had no idea what was intended nor
did he understand why it was “dropped off to him”
without further information. We KNEW he had
full information because it was through that
embassy that our PNG friend Mr. Genewa entered
the picture not less than two-and-a-half years ago.
The Ambassador then got angry and insulting as
he further said he, not knowing what to do with
it—gave it to a friend at the Asian Development
Bank (a NWO asset) “for evaluation”. There was
a place for “authorized” party for PNG signature
purposes and a place for a witness signature.
Later when asked for that Deed back, it was
denied that it was being held, the Ambassador set
forth with a bash-Mr. Genewa-campaign and a
discrediting of the Deed itself and “could not get
the documents back...”. Interesting! It is
interesting because in each and every event, having
issued several nations like Deeds, the cover
information stated clearly that the Deed was issued
to be used IN THE EVENT OF THE “TAKE OUT”
OF EKKERS. Until such a time the documents
were in “safe keeping”. Why did Mr. San Juan not
just hold them as requested, in security? We don’t
know and certainly don’t care. The point is that
any SUCH DOCUMENT WOULD HAVE GONE
DIRECTLY, INTENTIONALLY, AND ONLY TO
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THE HEAD OF STATE OF PNG OR TO THE
PARLIAMENT ITSELF. SO, SOMEBODY
PLAYED HANKY-PANKY.
What size deed was issued to be held? Oh,
only 10 billion dollars!
We certainly would not ever need the deeds for use
as long as the program could be tailor made for
whatever needs are brought forth—so we issued deeds
to open the rat-holes. Surely, this is at least a
“doormouse” hole. The issued deeds were
basically insurance documents for our people who
were under threat, at the time, of being “hit”.
We will simply, E.J., cancel THAT deed, No.
18102517, make that of public record and also
with Sakiasi (Genewa) so that we don’t even have
to work at getting it back. If it is used unlawfully,
then it will be CAUGHT in the processing or the
IMF/WB will have to answer at some point along
the way for that “slippage” as well as their other
deeds. Remember that old TRANSPARENCY?
Now that the woodwork is recognized as
teeming with vermin, we will be more cautious
now that we can open communications.
We will handle this much differently now—and we
will list everything we issue as being witnessed by our
own recognized individuals, although we will NOT give
authorization solely to the Prime Minister because it is
unfortunate but recognized that Sir Mekere Morauta is
NOT a very PNG-FRIENDLY Prime Minister. If he is
in the driver’s seat, however, and can authorize the
Central Bank to honor said instruments, then he can be
allowed to utilize his position as authorization.
I suggest the emissary to PNG be given instructions
to meet and confer in detail of potential, to the leadership
of the “student-citizen” movement in order to restore
“order”. Then with the cooperation of the “movement”,
there must be meetings with appropriate parties in the
government, inclusive of parliament members and other
outspoken parties such as the Forestry agency, etc.
Mr. Emissary MUST understand how to adjust
currency values against gold (which, recall, the
GAIA Instrument IS)—and that can be
accomplished instantly while a value is placed as
desired on the local currency (as was done by Dr.
Mahathir in Malaysia). Since gold will be the
foundation, then any value desired can be thus set.
As a hint of potentials available: When you
account for the Marcos “package(s)” in that Central
Bank, both the gold holdings in “reserve” and storage
can be utilized—as well as can be the ABL currency
if you are short of “printing” facilities in the nation
itself. Probably the kina is printed OUTSIDE
PNG? (???) Mr. Emissary must find out.
I will offer, but as nothing more than an
alternative possibility so that you can impress on the
people (and the IMF/WB) that there are many such
possibilities—including NATIONALIZING everything
which is now privatized by Foreign Interests foisted
off by the IMF/WB, refute or pay-off the debt (loans)
and take back sovereignty of the nation as a whole.
And, yes, this can be done without anarchy but
rather as a very suitable sequence of events.
The country will certainly be no worse in
upheaval than is presently the case.
I suggest a Deed ready for use be available
with enough to bring instant relief with either
already-issued follow-on instruments, and/or,
follow-on with additional funds as requested or
upon which agreement can be established.

We are not in the runabout business but Sakiasi
needs, certainly to have a counterpart in PNG after
we start exchanging documents. The first can be
handled BY HIM but he has to realize that at this
time he is also needed in Manila and, no, Mila
cannot handle it, for there is too much baggage to
drag. I do not intend to further discuss that
arrangement for many reasons but security is the
primary point of attention at this writing. And,
yes, go right ahead and print this IN CONTACT.
We are not hiding anything—but PRIVACY must be
the demand of the day in any event.
Know right now and until further notice: Any of
the “Development” banks are NWO assets—period and
end of discussion. This goes right along with our old
InterAmerican Development Bank—if you recall.
Also, know that all “Bancos” are structured to be
NWO agencies. Get ready for checkmate.
Make sure the public movement has ability to
conduct “business” as in our usual way of doing
business as demanded by “organizations” which are
registered or recognized and that will put a lot of
funding out with the PEOPLE and not just in the
hands of the “government”, which individuals may or
may not be corrupted. If anyone is in the parliament,
then know that the party has been or is “corruptible”.
Surely, if the people are demanding a pullout of
these world organizations without even recognition
of assistance availability, they will be more
steadfast in their demands if there are funds to pay
them off and get them OUT.
And to EKKERS: STAY PUT!
We need to move on this and I want our teams
back home to know exactly what we are doing here
and to also know it will be HUGE in funding
allowances so that ALL OF OUR PEOPLE ARE
AWARE OF ONGOING CIRCUMSTANCES AND
SHOULD “ANYTHING” HAPPEN TO EITHER ONE
OF YOU—THERE WILL BE MAJOR CAPABILITY OF
REPORTING SAME WITH PLANS ALREADY MADE
TO GET BACKUP OVER HERE IN 24 HOURS MAX.
NOBODY NEEDS DO “ANYTHING” EXCEPT BE
A BIT PREPARED FOR EVENTUALITIES. “You”
will know to whom I direct this note.
The reason OUR TEAM stays OUT of PNG (AT
PRESENT) is that PNG is being manipulated through
Australia next door and that’s “all the queen’s horses and
all the queen’s men” working on humpty dumpty. “The
Sun never sets on the British empire!” Do not forget it.
I concur with Sakiasi about the terrible consequences
if some, or even one, of the students killed belongs to a
tribal circle which makes the “eye for an eye” custom of
behavior fundamental and absolute. Those warriors with
that cultural absolute are DEADLY. And, yes, they hack
their enemies, have darts with instant demise written on
them and they are truly WARRIORS to the death. THEY
WILL AVENGE A MURDERED SON OR DAUGHTER.
I personally will do what I can in defusing and
“buying time” as in your vernacular, but I will
NOT interfere and that is your key phrase here: “I
will not interfere,” as a “physical” force. I may
well get the war-party lost for a while on a side
street but probably not even that intervention.
Let us make “today” work, please, and then it
can be possible to utilize funds which can be
replaced if necessary. Sakiasi needs to do it
himself but we also need to get him DOWN
THERE POST-HASTE. He will need some advanced
funds to get that phone available for making plans
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which can save incredible amounts of TIME later and
have those people ready, willing and waiting.
I ask the teams and readers back home to honor us
in our sharing. This is as serious as it gets, friends.
We have another couple of possibilities separate and
apart from GAIA working as we write—and I won’t
speak of it other than to let you know that we want to
share everything we can WITH YOU—but we will not
jeopardize our project/program nor our own friends.
Can we handle the PNG situation? YES, INDEED,
THAT IS NOT THE QUESTION IN POINT. THE
POINT IS: WILL THEY IN PNG HAVE
UNDERSTANDING ENOUGH TO DO IT? ALWAYS
THAT REMAINS TO BE EXPERIENCED.
We offered assistance to PNG as far back as the
APEC meeting in Malaysia in 1998. They were
desperate in the aftermath of a tidal-wave catastrophe.
Their circumstances have only worsened. They will
need a LOT of help, especially in technical assistance,
and we can help them acquire that expertise as we
move along. First, the hemorrhage must be stopped
and the wounds evaluated. That means that food and
backup must be afforded to hold strong until the
wheels can begin to turn in “round” again.
I believe you are going to have a good time when
you realize that Mr. Lucio Tan, Filipino-Chinese Taipan
OWNS a lot of things in Port Moresby—and the IMF/
WB has been a bit less than nice to Mr. Tan.
Alliances seem to come in unusual ways.
It might well be that Mr. Tan has more
information and input than just about anyone else as
to Marcos assets here and there and everywhere.
Let’s check it out when the time is appropriate.
Mr. Tan is certainly no bosom buddy of Gen.
Ramos. The U.S. controller’s cups are very definitely
NOT running over with good tidings of great joy—so
watch the “sucker plays” over Mindanao unfolding before
your eyes with that CIA operation called Abu Sayyaf and
new U.S. involvement as spattered in the paper today.
So, who will the Filipino follow off into
demonstrations or whatever? The one who has the
handout money. The Filipino as a people has the shortest
attention span of any nation on the globe. It was
PLANNED that way but that, too, can backfire.
I can promise you that more people will
willingly demonstrate without pay, to get Erap’s
trial televised for the telenovela of it than any
march to freedom will pull—without abundant pay.
So, does that mean that marches are over? Oh,
no, it simply means that the save-up will await
something bigger than some no-plea arraignment
where more points can be made for the opposition
by NOT SHOWING UP WITH ANYTHING.
You have to understand something here: The
Filipinos don’t actually care what happens and THAT is
the sad commentary of the day! Hope is actually all but
gone and, therefore, only the little dramas are there to fill
in the hopelessness and helplessness felt by the
“ordinary” citizen. They simply have no real idea of
being able to look farther than the poverty before them.
This in no way even suggests that these are incapable
people—they are bright and totally shrewd and when
allowed opportunity will march to glory with it.
When conquering through dividing gives way to
unification through providing—you will witness a
U-turn like you can’t believe. Man has no self-incentive
when he only works for the pleasures of the King.
We are about to get this wagon out of the
mudpit, pushers. I can pull on that wagon but
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YOU HAVE TO DO THE PUSHING!
There are bunches of things for Fingers to
attend here and certainly E.J. is over his eyes in
meetings—and as well needs to write a program
plan—so we will close.
I do want to get back to Gaiandriana as a
carrier for such as anti-microbials, etc., even
though we have written on the topic so often
before as to fatigue everyone. YOU MUST HAVE
“THE CARRIER” OR YOU CANNOT EVEN
BEGIN TO TOUCH THE INSIDE OF CELLS
WHICH HARBOR THE VERY MICROBES WHICH
UNDO YOU. I remind you that AIDS is NOT a
disease, it is a “syndrome”. It is an IMMUNESYSTEM DEFICIENCY!
Not surprisingly, I’m sure, one major immunesystem compromiser is the much-used
ASPARTAME! You are basically non-sugaring
your way to death. Have you ever heard of
HONEY to sweeten your coffee? Come on, people,
all the enemy has to do is get you hooked on
something, especially ideas, and sheep are mavericks
compared to sheeple. Sorry, but Stevia will not cut
it—for people want SWEET and there you have it.
Why do you think there is also more and more
abundant spraying that takes out your nice friendly
honeybees? You had best get a LOT of honey
stashed for your survival needs because the body
actually NEEDS that glucose/fructose, etc.
Remember your mitochondria? YOU MUST HAVE
FUEL WITH ABILITY TO CONVERT TO ENERGY.
Please do not start taking time to respond or even
concern over anyone rushing over to Manila to fill in
if Ekkers are unable for any reason to function. Why?
Because we have already established the fill-in backup
GAIA team for just such circumstances. The support
necessary is THERE and this is simply a reminder to
the couple or so who KNOW they would have to fill
in the void. And, no, I won’t name them, for there
is already too much gossip and speculation. We
certainly don’t need any more responsibilities as to
keeping people alive or away from people-snatchers,
etc. I just want you to KNOW that this is tedious
and dangerous. We need no more foolishness
dumped on us now. And, yes, I AM coming public
in this information FOR SECURITY OF OUR
PEOPLE. This is very definitely NOT A GOOD
PLACE TO BE, AMERICAN OR CANADIAN.
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED NOT TO TRAVEL
HERE—AND I SUGGEST YOU PAY ATTENTION
TO THOSE BIG BOYS WHO PASS OUT ORDERS
SUCH AS TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS.
Joking? Sorry. This team only goes across
the street in front of THIS BUILDING and to
limited parts of the mall itself. E.J. had to go to
another hotel to meet with a very important
government person and was taken there under full
security in an armor-plated, bullet-proofed vehicle.
Please do not make our job more difficult. The
help needed is back home to keep things stable and
working while we squeak through the tunnel. YES,
THERE IS LIGHT AT THE OTHER END! BY
THE WAY, THE TUNNEL IS WELL-LIGHTED AS
WELL. WE MAY WORK A BIT IN THE
UNKNOWING—NEVER IN THE “DARK”.
Thank you for your added attention this morning.
I salute our troops,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
dharma

The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
JOHN RAY UPDATES
Sunday, June 24, 2001 8:46 PM
Today was our lucky day; we spoke to John in his
room at the hospital. He is out Of ICU as of late
Thursday night. His voice is a little weak because of
having all the tubes in his throat but they are all out now.
His pancreas is inflamed so all he can eat by mouth is
popsicles. He is still getting his calories from what are
called Hyperalimentation and lipids that are given
intravenously and Jean is giving him the special stuff.
He is getting physical therapy and getting out of bed.
He works hard on his incentive spirometry that helps him
keep his lungs clear. The next thing will be to get his
catheter out and he will be starting to eat soft food.
He sounded like that may be happening tomorrow.
He is very anxious to go home; and as well as
Jean has cared for him in the hospital, I am sure
he will go home as soon as he can walk around and
is eating. Jean has been able to stay at home more
and their dog, Duncan, was going to get to come
home today from their daughter’s. We could feel the
relief in Jean and tell that she has been getting some
sleep. We must continue to focus on John as he
works hard to get his body back into working order.
Best to all—Light and Love, Janis and Randy

They will be able to tell that it is healing because it will
take less and less gauze to pack it. This will not prevent
him from going home, as he will have visiting nurses.
The other issue is dealing with his colostomy. He will
be moving soon to an area in the hospital where they
will teach him the things he and Jean need to know
regarding his care at home. Jean has not been
comfortable with caring for the colostomy. The nurse
who is trying to teach her wants her to do it while he is
in the hospital. I had to laugh at Jean telling me the story
that she told the nurse: She could do it if she had to—but
while he was in the hospital it was their job! As this nurse
was cleaning the colostomy and changing the bag, Jean
asked her if she was just going to use tap water to clean
it. The nurse said, yes, she was but what kind of water
would you use? Jean replied, “Boiled water!!”—but she
opted not to explain about the special items she would add.
Dealing with Jean will be a good learning experience
for all the staff involved with John’s care. John was
well aware of Jean’s devotion to overseeing that he
got the best care possible through this ordeal. Here’s
a standing ovation to two courageous people!!
Light and Love to all, Janis and Randy
PLUMMETING PROFITS
By Adam Hamilton,
gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 6/22/01

Wednesday, June 27, 2001 8:48 PM
It’s around 9:30PM here and I just got off the
phone with Jean Ray. John has been walking with a
walker and started eating solid food today!!! They
removed a drainage pouch today, so he’s down to
just one IV tube and colestomy bag. His oxygen
treatments have been reduced from four per day to
three. He’s a miracle and continues to do well. Janis
will probably talk to John himself on Friday, so there will
be more to report of a medical nature at that time.
God Bless, Randy
Friday, June 29, 2001 10:10 PM
Happy news!!!!
I spoke with John this evening one month and a day
since this experience began and he sounds great. His voice
is stronger and he has the spark of his old self. He is quite
proud to let everyone know of his progress. All of his
tubes have been removed and he is eating solid food.
Jean said breakfast is his favorite meal and he would eat
all of it and then not eat as much of the other meals.
They have asked him to try not to fill up on one meal
so to spread his calories out more evenly throughout the
day. He is walking with a walker about 20 feet across
his room and back. While he’s doing physical therapy
with the hospital staff once a day, Jean has him do the
exercises at different times during the rest of the day.
There are a couple of issues that John still has to
deal with: An open wound from his second surgery must
be packed daily in order for it to heal from the inside out.
The area had been covered by a drainage bag—but it was
removed when there ceased to be any drainage. The
area opened up and drained a large amount, so now it’s
being packed with sterile gauze that is changed daily.

As we rapidly approach the long anticipated second
half of 2001, the fabled Second Half Recovery the equity
bulls have been zealously prophesying must be right
around the corner. The mainstream financial media is
confidently assuring the investing populace that better
things lie dead ahead in the markets and all major U.S.
equity indices will be much higher by year end.
The popular party line is well known to investors
today. Conventional “wisdom” proclaims because of the
Greenspan Fed’s unprecedented series of aggressive
rapid-fire interest rate cuts (and more to come), the
stock market is bound to rally dramatically because it
almost always has in history following interest rate cuts.
Because stocks have already fallen far from grace in
many cases, the worst is likely behind us. Because U.S.
consumers can look forward to a few hundred bucks
back from Uncle Sam, consumer spending will
dramatically increase in the second half. Because
consumer spending will soar, companies will make more
money, soon driving up profits and hence stock prices.
The bullish arguments are everywhere one turns and
the eternal optimism of the equity bulls is palpable.
Watching bubblevision these days is like experiencing a
support group created for those who have just survived
some tragedy and are bravely convincing themselves all
will be fine in the future. Optimism is a wonderful and
noble human attribute, but it can be absolutely
lethal in the chaotic and unforgiving neo-gladiators’
arena that is the world investment markets.
With consumer spending said to drive 2/3 of the
total U.S. economy, the bullish Second Half Recovery
fantasy will live or die almost exclusively on the actions
of the U.S. consumers. If the U.S. consumers begin to
spend gobs of money again and try and relive the
gargantuan debt-binge shopping orgy of the 1990s, Wall
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Street is convinced that we have seen the bottom and
the worst is behind us in the U.S. equity markets.
Unfortunately for this hypothesis and those
investors who bet their fortunes on it, the legendary
U.S. consumer is literally buried under debt. Debt
service as a percentage of income is at record highs,
personal indebtedness is at frightening record
extremes, home equity is plunging as consumers
draw on mortgage debt to finance consumption,
and usurious credit-card debt festers and grows in
U.S. households like a medieval plague upon the
land. It is hard for consumers to spend money
to boost the economy when their aggregate
debt load has reached these crushing extremes.
Even with small tax refund checks limping back
from the federal government, the net effect on
consumption is likely to be trivial. Bush’s tax cut, which
he promised to hard-working Americans in order to
narrowly edge out big government liberal Al Gore, is
dead on arrival, a cruel joke or farce for the taxpayers
who pay the bills for our huge government. The
spineless tax-and-spend socialist politicians of
the U.S. Congress have largely eviscerated the
t a x cut, leaving few crumbs for the weary
American taxpayers. The average refund is
expected to be a paltry few hundred dollars.
Although the Wall Street economists are zealously
trying to convince investors that a few hundred dollars to
a lot of U.S. consumers is a big deal, it is not. Anyone
who actually eats, feeds a family, lives under a roof, drives
to work, and heats or cools their home KNOWS that a few
hundred dollars can be burned in a heartbeat on just the
necessities of life. Just taking a family of four out to
dinner and a movie can EASILY run $100 after food, fuel,
and entertainment are factored in. The cost of living in
America is steep and getting steeper all the time as
the Federal Reserve creates endless supplies of paper
dollars to chase after finite amounts of goods and
services. A small token tax refund is unlikely to
resurrect the free-spending U.S. consumer of yore.
Back in early April we published an essay titled
“Consumers to Rescue Wall Street?” where we discussed
the popular Wall Street fairy tale of the U.S. consumer
riding to the rescue of equity speculators dressed in suits
of shiny armor on mighty white war steeds. We still
firmly believe that the U.S. consumer is simply too
tapped-out to spend the kind of money necessary to
rekindle the fire in the belly of the U.S. equity markets.
This Wall Street wishful thinking is a straw man,
easily knocked down, and many other brilliant analysts
have explored this issue from similar and different
perspectives and arrived at the same conclusion. The
consumer will NOT be able to rescue Wall Street,
as debt is a hard master and does have limits.
With the bullish hope of the consumer plunging deeper
into record debt territory to bail out the overvalued U.S.
equity markets pretty well shot to pieces, we want to take
a brief look at the strategic corporate profit picture in this
essay. With stock market valuations at stellar levels, it is
absolutely critical that profits begin rising, and rising
FAST, or else we are staring over the edge of a dark
abyss with further painful down-legs in the U.S. equity
market highly probable in the second half of 2001.
As every businessman instinctively knows, profits
are the ultimate goal of capitalism. Businesses, whether
a corner lemonade stand hastily erected by a couple
enterprising kids or a monolithic multi-national
corporation, exist to make money for their owners.
Period. When a business is able to earn profits on
the valuable goods or services it provides, it is able
to grow and thrive and provide a healthy return to

its owners who financed the operation.
On the other hand, if a business is consistently losing
money, there is no reason to be in business. Losing money
is easy. There is no art to it. ANYBODY can lose money!
One of the most highly regarded stocks of the
NASDAQ bubble era is a perfect example of this,
Amazon.com. Amazon represented a great idea of
allowing consumers to buy books directly on the Internet
and have them shipped to their door rather than fighting
traffic on a sortie to the local bookstore. The only
problem with the idea is Amazon tried a silly and
perpetually faulty strategy to “build market share”.
Rather than operating like a normal business and
actually making money on operations, Jeff Bezos and
crew decided they would compete on price—and sell
books for less than Amazon’s total cost of supplying
those books. Profits? Bah, who needs ’em? Amazon
figured it did not need to make any money, since
its goal was simply to build market share.
It is certainly a goofy concept, isn’t it? Selling
something at a loss for years and years is not a business,
it is a subsidy from the suppliers of capital to the retail
customers. It is the rough equivalent of you going down
to your local bookstore and buying books to resell to
your neighbors at prices under what you paid for them.
A real business makes money for its owners in the form
of profits, not by losing money quarter after quarter, year
after year. Unfortunately, Wall Street seduced the
American populace into believing that it was no big deal
if a company was losing money because, after all, the
future looked so bright and a “New Era had dawned”.
Lying in the profitability spectrum between companies
making money and those losing money are those
companies that are making money, but not very much
relative to their stock price. These companies that are
profitable but WAY overpriced are the most important
companies in the American markets and form the lion’s
share of the total market capitalization of the U.S. stock
market. The names in these ranks include the revered
behemoths of the American investing scene including many of
the companies in the Dow 30, NASDAQ 100, and S&P 500.
Since businesses are formed in the first place to make
money, one of the best ways to value a company is based
on the profits it is able to spin off. The simplest and most
ubiquitous tool used to quantify profits relative to stock
price is the venerable price/earnings ratio. P/E ratios
divide the stock price by the earnings per share that a
particular company is generating in order to provide a
quick valuation proxy for the company as a whole.
Throughout market history, on average, stock markets
had a P/E of around 13.5. For every $1 of profits earned
per share, the stock price of an average company would
generally increase $13.50. For instance, a company
earning $10 per share might have a stock price around
$135, while a company earning $2 per share may see a
stock price around $27. During the earlier great bubbles
of history, such as the 1929 speculative distortion in the
United States, P/E ratios reached stellar extremes, over
25x, roughly twice as expensive as average.
Following the great bubbles of history, equally great
busts saw stocks fall to dismal valuations following a
speculative bubble and trade on average around 7x
earnings, half normal value, at the ultimate bottom.
Even though P/E ratios were ridiculed last year
during the NASDAQ bubble and continue to be
ignored today by many mainstream financial analysts,
there is no doubt they are still among the most useful
tools available to quickly distill much information into
a simple valuation proxy for a profitable company.
Although many claim the bottom has been laid in for
our current market situation, the valuations of the major
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U.S. stock indices as represented by P/E ratios are still
at phenomenal extremes compared to historical
precedent. They look infinitely more like markets at
major tops than markets recovering and beginning to dig
out of a sharp slump. In our monthly newsletter Zeal
Intelligence, we track market valuations very closely and
report on them each month, as they are a critical
indicator of where the most risk lies in a particular
market—to the downside if way overvalued or to the
upside if undervalued. We like to use market
capitalization weighted average P/E ratios, as they give
big-market darling companies a higher weighting in the
importance of their P/E ratios in computing the average.
It also prevents little companies with ridiculously high P/
Es from skewing the data away from a more
representative weighted average mean P/E ratio.
The venerable S&P 500, the biggest and best 500
companies in the United States, had a market
capitalization weighted average (MCWA) P/E ratio of 39.0
on May 31. This is a staggeringly high number,
indicating extreme overvaluation. Everything else being
equal and assuming no growth, it would take 39 YEARS
for investors who bought the whole S&P 500 index today
to break even. A sobering thought, even for the “longterm investors” Wall Street perpetually courts.
The highly speculative NASDAQ 100, the 100
biggest and brightest companies of the modern Wild
West of the U.S. equity markets known as the
NASDAQ, sported a mind-boggling MCWA P/E of 74.8
a few weeks ago! This number is quite simply terrifying
and indicates even at a NASDAQ composite level around
2100 that the big NASDAQ companies are priced many
times higher than all historical precedent indicates they
should be for the earnings they are able to spin off. An
investor who believes the Wall Street hype and buys the
NASDAQ 100 today could be looking at nearly 75
YEARS before the underlying companies make back
the entire price paid for their shares, assuming no
growth or compounding returns. Even if restored
growth is assumed, it will still likely take
DECADES for NASDAQ 100 investors today to
merely break even in profit terms. Ouch!
Alas, even the mighty blue-chip Dow 30, the most
important equity index in the world, is not immune from
this overvaluation nightmare in the States. The DJIA
weighed in at a MCWA P/E of 27.6, twice the historic
average and near historical critical levels that signaled
bubble tops and impending crashes in the past. Even after
the early stages of the NASDAQ bubble implosion,
ALL major U.S. equity indices remain at historically
obscene valuation levels. Something has to give here.
With these fanciful levels of index valuation running
rampant it is really easy to understand why the profit
picture is so incredibly important for Wall Street. High
valuations can only be rationalized by Wall Street analysts
and brokers through very high profit growth rates. With
profits SHRINKING for many elite market darlings such
as the King Tech Bubble Cisco Systems, valuations will
not be sustainable unless there is a massive and rapid
growth in profits in the coming second half.
Anything less than worldclass profit growth will
likely spell disaster for these overvalued stocks.
A miraculous burst of profitability in the near future
is Wall Street’s last hope before it has to face the
executioner’s block of the timeless laws of finance and
investing and watch huge companies’ stock prices get
mercilessly decapitated to more normal valuation levels.
As stock prices hover near very high levels—and
earnings continue to plummet in what almost
certainly will prove to be a severe recession in the
American economy—P/E ratios are ballooning ever
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larger, exerting even more pressure on the stock
market to fall to recognize the new reality of a
bleak profit picture for the foreseeable future.
The early results of this almost unprecedented
slowdown are in, and they are not pretty.
As an illustrative example of the severity of the
current corporate profit scene, the most important tech
stock of Canada, the giant Nortel Networks, recently
announced it would be losing over U.S.$19 BILLION this
quarter. Yes, BILLION with a “B”! Much of the loss is
a writeoff for companies the monolith has acquired in
recent years at grossly overvalued prices. It is probably
the largest single quarter corporate loss in the history of
the universe. Excluding extraordinary items, the company
is forecasting an operating loss of $1.5 billion this
quarter on $4.5 billion of sales. This is extraordinarily
bad news for technology in general, as it is estimated that
75% of the Internet traffic in North America passes
through Nortel hardware. Nortel has far-reaching tentacles
spreading through the whole information economy and is
probably a good bellwether for the technology industry as
a whole. Decimating its shareholders, the stock has
crashed 90% from its peak last year, when it
comprised around one third of the total market
capitalization of the premier Canadian stock market
index, the Toronto Stock Exchange 300.
Now losing a billion dollars is not too hard, as
corporations seem to be doing it all the time these days.
But a $19 billion loss in one quarter? Talk about the
ultimate “big bath”! Since most of us have not yet been
blessed with billionaire status, it is difficult to understand
just how staggering this number is. To put $19 billion
in perspective, it is useful to realize that ALL the publicly
traded gold mining companies digging for gold all over
the planet Earth have an estimated total market
capitalization of $35 billion. If this gold stock market
cap estimate is correct, then the amount of money Nortel
nuked this quarter would have been more than enough to
buy controlling interests, more than half, of EVERY
publicly traded gold mining company on planet Earth!
$19 billion is a staggering loss, one for the record books.
And Nortel is just the tip of the profit iceberg,
or perhaps Ice Age is a better metaphor. As we
near the end of the quarter, earnings season looms
large and many, many companies will report
devastating negative earnings surprises. Thanks to
the great bubble boom of the late 1990s, Americans
have plenty of virtually everything, and do not need to
buy more stuff even if they could. Business
inventories are bulging and growing obsolete and need
to be written off, production capacity is much higher
than demand, price competition is fierce, and the profit
picture looks very bleak in the coming months.
Everywhere one turns, there are major profit
problems. Airlines report terrible ticket sales, there
is a brutal price war underway in personal
computers, computer DRAM memory prices have
totally collapsed, bellwether companies like Cisco
report an unprecedented slide in demand, and the
list goes on and on. Every night on the business
news, some new company is warning of shriveling
profits or growing losses. Every day, we hear of more
devastating layoffs indicating fewer consumers will
have money to spend as they are cast out of work.
Although it would be nice to be optimistic on
the near-term economic prospects of critical
American companies, a realistic perspective
demanded of prudent investors inevitably leads to
great caution and anticipation of very bumpy waters
ahead, maybe even “Class 5” whitewater rapids.
With U.S. equity valuations at staggeringly high

levels, and crucial corporate profits likely to deteriorate
rapidly, P/E ratios will continue to rise until we see a real
correction in American equities. The stock market DOES
look ahead and is anticipatory in nature, but so far it has
dropped the ball and failed to see how bad things are
growing month over month in the U.S. economy. With
Q3 likely to be fully recessionary and show negative
growth in official U.S. GDP stats, we believe the worst
lies ahead for the highly overvalued U.S. equity
markets. For aggressive speculators, the highest
probabilities for awesome returns remain on the short
side of the game, betting on collapsing stock prices.
Plummeting profits and stellar valuations are a highly
dangerous and volatile combination for equity investors.
We believe that extreme caution should be exercised in
the months ahead as the probability of significant drops
from current levels for all major U.S. stock indices
due to plummeting profits is high. Caveat Emptor.—
Adam Hamilton (aka Zelotes), CPA, MCSE
Do you enjoy these essays? Please help support
Zeal Research by subscribing to Zeal Intelligence
today!… www.zealllc.com/subscribe.htm
Thoughts, comments, flames, letter-bombs?
Fire away at… zelotes@zealllc.com
Due to my staggering and perpetually increasing email load, I regret I may not be able to respond to
every comment personally. I WILL read all messages,
though, and really appreciate your feedback!
Mr. Hamilton, a private investor and contrarian
analyst, publishes Zeal Intelligence, an in-depth monthly
strategic and tactical analysis of markets, geopolitics,
economics, finance, and investing delivered from an
explicitly pro-free market and laissez faire perspective.
Please visit www.ZealLLC.com for more information,
www.zealllc.com/samples.htm for a free sample, and
www.zealllc.com/subscribe.htm to subscribe.
WHEN ARE PRICES GOING UP?
By Don Stott, gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 6/27/01
Of all the questions I am asked, practically on a
daily basis, the most common one is, “When are prices
of gold and silver going to go up?” It’s a logical
question. After all, we gold and silver enthusiasts have
been predicting a radical rise in paper money prices for
precious metals for quite a while now—and our
predictions don’t seem to come true. Are we Chicken
Littles, bellowing a false hope? Are we predicting vast
returns on an investment, which may never come true?
After all, gold and silver don’t pay interest, do they? No.
“Well then, why should I buy gold and silver, which my
stock broker says are worthless, and out of favor?”
Isn’t your stockbroker the character who insisted that
when the NASDAQ crossed the 5,000 mark, that it
would go on to 10,000? Isn’t he the one who said
everything was rosy? Isn’t he the one who urged you
to take a second mortgage on your home, to buy more
Cisco? Isn’t he the one who told you that gold stocks
were like investing in the Hindenberg? Isn’t he the one
who said that the state of the economy was never better,
and that 1987 and 1929 could never happen again?
Wasn’t that him on CNBC, who said that there, indeed,
was pie in the sky, and here in America too?
They were wrong, as we on GOLD-EAGLE were
predicting. We scribblers of screed on this site had been
saying for the past few years, that the stock market was
doomed to plunge, the P.E. ratios were absurd, it was
1987 writ large, consumer debt was enormous, day
traders should have kept their jobs, there was a negative
saving rate, the money supply was growing like Topsy,
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and it was going to crash. When? We couldn’t predict
tomorrow. Myself, as well as others of my ilk, could
only look at the facts. The facts of the stock market
were dire, indeed. Not only are the majority usually
wrong, but when things happen suddenly, it is usually
without warning. Why did the stock market wait till it
did to fall out of bed? Why not a month later or earlier?
It waited until enough stockholders got edgy at one time.
It waited till there were more sellers than buyers. It
waited till enough people became leery and distrustful of
the wild run-up, and decided to get out while they could.
I believe there is some invisible something that inhabits
the atmosphere that is unexplainable. There has to be
some mysterious trigger that causes the masses to rise
up, revolt, sell, buy, or do any other action that suddenly
happens, as if there were a sign from the heavens, or
some inert influence that invades millions of minds…
suddenly. There is no scientific study to prove
this thesis, but doesn’t it seem reasonable?
The facts of the stock market crash have lots of
interesting parallels to gold and silver going up in funny
money. Just as surely as the market had to drop, so do
gold and silver have to rise like the Phoenix Bird, and
for the same reasons. The stocks were overpriced, and
the metals are underpriced. The majority were hocking
their homes, borrowing, and doing all sorts of stupid
things to glom onto more stocks, which had no profits,
and no hope of profits. Conversely, it is the minority
who realize the true value of silver and gold, compared
to the cost of mining, milling, smelting and production.
It is the minority who gave no credence to billions of
stocks being printed like confetti, flooding the market,
and being snatched up like an anteater stumbling on a
termite mound. It is the minority who know the historic
value of silver and gold for thousands of years.
Maybe we are like Noah, who went around telling
everyone that it was going to “rain”. He was building
this silly thing he called an “ark” and said God told him
to do it. Then he started gathering animals. Nut case!
Who ever heard of such a thing? It had never
“rained”—and what in the world was that “Ark” thing he
was building supposed to do? What does that word
“float” mean? Maybe we are like Edison, who tried over
and over to find the proper “filament” for his “light bulb”.
Who ever heard of such a thing anyway? What’s the
matter with gas lights, kerosene lamps and candles?
Crazy man. And that Bell guy with his wires strung up.
He thinks he is going to talk to someone out of hearing
range. Crackpots by the dozen. Then there are those
bicycle builders from Ohio. Talk about crazy brothers!
They actually think they are going to fly! Ad
nauseum, ad infinitum, ad continuum.
So to you who ask, “when?” I say, “I don’t know,
but it will happen.” Why did everyone suddenly want
“Snapple”? And then stop wanting it. Why did everyone
think those Plymouth PT Cruisers (which look like a
1937 Ford) were the cat’s pajamas, and then the urge
died down? These are certainly not like actual money
that has been used, approved, treasured, and sought after
for thousands of years. Historic, tangible, beautiful
wealth does not die down like Snapple or PT Cruisers.
The overwhelming array of facts say gold and silver are
vastly under priced. Markets cannot be thwarted and
manipulated forever. Truth will out. Like the stock
market died suddenly, I believe that gold and silver will
take off suddenly, when some strange force, which no
one has ever been able to pinpoint, says, “now” and
everyone obeys. Americans lost many trillions of dollars
when the market crashed without warning… except, of
course, there were many warnings. Like 1929 and 1987,
those who looked at the signs, got out, maybe not at the
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top, but they saved themselves. No one can predict the
immediate future. Long-term future can be predicted, I
firmly believe. All we can do is look at the facts and act
accordingly. Contrarians always act exactly the opposite
of the majority and usually come out on top. There was
no time to go short when the market crashed, as it
happened too suddenly. The same may be true with
precious metals. That mysterious force will invade and,
as in 1979-80, all hell will break loose. I have a client
in California who says it will be like a person is cons…
No Stuart, I cannot say that! Those left in the lurch,
will be exactly like those who should have sold their
stocks before the crash, but didn’t heed common
sense. They wish they had sold at a NASDAQ price
of 4,500 and missed the 5,500… correct? That
would be far better than the 2,000 it now is. When
gold and silver go… and I know not when… $275
and $4.35 will be like the NASDAQ at 1500.
Do gold and silver pay interest? Nope, but then no
one asks for your Social Security number either, any
more than when you buy a new sofa or antique dresser.
Gold and silver have no deed or title, and are what is
known as “fungible”. You look it up, lazy. I know
what it means! But by all means look at history—
either in the immediate past, or ancient—and gold and
silver will look pretty desirable. Protect yourself!—
Don Stott has been a precious metals broker since
1977, has written five books, hundreds of columns,
and his web site is www.coloradogold.com
BARRICK GOLD’S BUYOUT OF HOMESTAKE
STOKES CONSPIRACY THEORISTS
By Aaron L. Task, TheStreet.com, 6/25/01
SAN FRANCISCO—Things aren’t always what
they seem on Wall Street, particularly in the gold
market. That truism was glaringly evident today in
the reaction to news Homestake Mining agreed to an
$8.71 per share buyout offer from Barrick Gold.
At first glance, the deal was greeted as one might
expect. Homestake’s shares—the third most active in
Big Board trading—gained 21% as Barrick’s offer
represented a 31% premium over Friday’s close.
Barrick shares slid 4.6%, reflecting that Barrick will
issue about 140 million of its shares to pay for the
deal and assume $225 million of Homestake’s longterm debt. Barrick said the acquisition will dilute its
2001 earnings but add to its results in 2002.
One spin on the news—and my initial one—was
that the deal is bullish for gold stocks because Barrick’s
management is considered among the savviest in the
industry. The purchase could be viewed as an indication
that Barrick believes shares of smaller gold miners, if not
the metal itself, are undervalued. The Philadelphia Stock
Exchange Gold and Silver Index rose 0.2% today while
major averages slumped, save the NASDAQ Composite.
Furthermore, with the Federal Reserve set to lower
interest rates this week for the sixth time this year,
recently dampened inflation fears may resurface, giving
gold and related shares a boost. That’ll be especially true
if the central bank eases by 50 basis points.
“Now is the time for gold to start glittering,”
suggested Paul Kasriel, chief U.S. economist at Northern
Trust Co. of Chicago, in a report out Friday.
Kasriel, one of the foremost advocates of inflation’s
re-emergence, noted Fed funds are currently about 40
basis points above the 3.62% year-over-year change in
the Consumer Price Index, the tightest spread since 1993.
“Gold starts to come into its own as a desired asset
class when you can no longer get an honest return on

your money,” which occurs when Fed funds [rates] fall
below inflation, he argued. “My guess is that some
investors are starting to nibble at gold because of
expectations that the funds rate will drop below the
consumer inflation rate in the not-too-distant future.”
Today, the price of gold rose 0.5% to
$274.70. Meanwhile, Fed funds futures are pricing
in 54% odds for a half-point rate cut.
But as suggested above, many gold market participants
weren’t enthralled by the Homestake-Barrick deal.
“It’s an unmitigated disaster,” said one trader of
mining stocks. “I see no reason to do this transaction.
[Homestake] could have achieved a 30% premium in the
blink of an eye if the gold market hiccups.”
A big reason for frustration over the deal is that
Barrick is an aggressive hedger while Homestake is
not. Hedging refers to mining companies selling future
production at a fixed cost, in order to protect
themselves against potentially lower prices.
Assuming completion of the merger, the
combined Barrick-Homestake will have about 18
m i l l i o n o u n c e s , o r a b o u t 2 0 % o f i t s re s e rv e s,
hedged at a minimum price of $345 an ounce.
Although that’s well above spot market prices,
hedging is anathema to gold bugs, who believe the
practice contributes to a vast effort by central banks and
broker/dealers to artificially suppress the price of gold.
Some of the more aggressive conspiracy theorists
accused Homestake CEO Jack Thompson, who will
become vice chairman of the combined entity, of
essentially selling out to the enemy.
While that’s a fringe view, the first question on the
conference call was about hedging, specifically whether
Barrick would increase its activities to account for
the newly acquired Homestake production.
Not at all, Barrick CEO Randall Oliphant
replied on the call, noting the company has
traditionally hedged between 20% and 25% of its
reserves. “Given the positive tone in the gold
market, we’re comfortable where we are today, and
have no plans to change the hedged book,” he said.
Meanwhile, Thompson indirectly addressed the
“sellout” charge on the conference call. Agreeing to
the offer was “bittersweet”, he said, but Barrick’s
financial muscle gives it flexibility to pursue growth
either through internal development or via acquisition.
He lamented that Homestake didn’t have that luxury as
a standalone entity. Additionally, Barrick is one of the
lowest-cost gold producers and rates high on most
other industry measures of financial health.
“I’m a fairly large shareholder of Homestake, and if
you look at our future and the options available, in our
estimation our prospects are much better as part of this
[combined] company,” Thompson said. “We’re creating
an exciting vehicle for people to invest [in] Jack in a Box.”
But Thompson’s enthusiasm was not shared by
some other Homestake shareholders. “What’s upsetting
some people is that Homestake has hedged very little
while Barrick is one of the worst offenders,” said JeanMarie Eveillard, manager of the $10 million First Eagle
SoGen Gold fund. “I don’t want to move from a
nonhedger to the worst offender.” Eveillard also
expressed concern that Barrick will increase its hedging
activities going forward. Oliphant’s comments
notwithstanding, that was one reason gold prices
initially dipped on news of the deal, traders said.
Finally, the 30% premium is “theoretical”
because it’s based on Barrick’s stock price and not
a cash offer, he said.
The fund manager said he will either sell his
existing Homestake position or sell the Barrick shares

once the exchange is accomplished. If others follow a
similar strategy, “then incidentally it should be positive for
other mining companies that don’t hedge” much, including
Newmont Mining, Gold Fields of South Africa, and Franco
Nevada, he said. Newmont and Gold Fields, however,
both ended lower on the session while Franco Nevada
gained just 0.3% in Toronto Stock Exchange trading.
The First Eagle Gold fund, which was up
22.9% year to date through Friday, has long
positions in all three (as well as Homestake).
Eveillard also manages the $1.7 billion First Eagle
SoGen Global fund, which is up 7.9% year to date and
has an approximate 4% position in gold stocks.
“We’ve always looked at [gold] as an insurance
policy—and after a 20-year [gold] bear market, it’s a
cheap insurance policy,” he said. “If something goes
wrong to the point where financial assets get into real
trouble, the upside in gold—and more so gold
stocks—is tremendous and can offset substantial
losses incurred in financial assets.”
Gold and related stocks may very well be
good insurance in these uncertain times. But
today’s action shows again that the sector is far
from boring or predictable.
CFR WANTS AMERICANS TO IGNORE
TRADE DEFICIT, A CRITICAL INDICATOR
OF U.S. ECONOMIC STRENGTH
COMMENTARY
The Council on Foreign Relations wants
Americans to keep their heads in the sand so free
traders can continue reaping huge profits.
EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT
By Christopher J. Petherick, 6/18/01
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) made an
impassioned plea that Americans should pay no mind to
the growing U.S. trade deficit and look to
globalist-inspired trading blocs and multinational
corporations to save the lagging U.S. economy.
New economic figures, however, refute the
CFR’s contention that Americans should ignore this
important economic indicator and that free trade is
doing anything but hurting the United States.
In the report, titled: “The U.S. Trade Deficit: A
Dangerous Obsession”, Joseph Quinlan, a senior global
economist at mega-investment company Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter, and Marc Chandler, the chief currency
strategist at Mellon Financial Corporation, writing in the
May/June issue of Foreign Affairs, the CFR’s chief
propaganda magazine, pled their case:
... [T]he trade balance is no longer a valid
scorecard for America’s global sales and
competitiveness. Given a choice, U.S. firms
prefer to sell goods and services abroad through
their foreign affiliates instead of exporting
them from the United States...
Overblown concern about the swollen trade
deficit, combined with a slowing economy and the
expectation of rising unemployment, could ignite
a new round of trade protectionism in
Washington, which could spark similar responses
around the globe. The greatest danger on
America’s trade front, therefore, is not the size
of the deficit but the nation’s obsession with it...
A full copy of the article can be found at
www.foreignaffairs.org.
But don’t be fooled. In spite of the CFR’s rhetoric,
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the balance of payments in trade is a powerful indicator
of the strength of the U.S. economy. So strong, in fact,
the ballooning trade deficit forced the Commerce
Department in early May to lower its estimate of U.S.
economic growth this year from 2 percent to
approximately 1.3 percent, according to economic
analysts.
The World Trade Organization’s (WTO) annual
report released in late May, revealed that the United
States, amidst an economic slowdown, hit a record trade
deficit of $450 billion in 2000.
Meanwhile, Mexico and China benefited from
soaring exports and saw their economies take great
strides, according to the WTO.
It’s no coincidence that Mexico and China, both
claiming 15 percent growth in exports last year, were
also the two countries which benefited from free-trade
pacts with the United States.
DEFICITS MATTER
As the writers in Foreign Affairs—a senior
economist and a chief currency trader—should know,
trade deficits and surpluses, referred to as a country’s
balance of payments in trade, are summaries of all
transactions made by residents of one country with the
rest of the world.
A trade deficit simply means that a country’s imports
in a given year exceeded its exports. A trade surplus, on
the other hand, indicates that a country’s exports were
greater than its imports.
As with any balance of payments, if a country’s
expenditures—the amount it purchases or imports—
exceed its income—the amount it sells or exports—the
difference must be covered by borrowing, selling an asset
or spending money that has been saved.
Even though the amount of income earned by U.S.
companies, including the manufacturing and service
sectors—known collectively as the gross domestic
product (GDP)—exceeds U.S. imports, other telling
trends such as the dangerously low savings-to-debt ratio
common among American families today, show that the
trade deficit is but one of many critical negative
economic indicators that should not be ignored.
New statistics released June 1 by the influential
National Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM)
and the Labor Department speaks loudly as to what
imports are doing to the United States.
For the 10 th month in a row, manufacturing
activity in May has decreased dramatically, according
to a NAPM survey of executives who purchase
raw materials at more than 350 manufacturing
plants in the United States.
At the same time, the Labor Department reported
that the number of Americans signing up for first-time
unemployment benefits rose significantly in May and that
175,064 jobs were lost in April, many of which
occurred in the manufacturing sector.
One of the reasons the CFR wants Americans to
continue on the path to globalism is that plutocrats,
financiers and speculators increasingly draw a significant
portion of their earnings from international investments
and can use international markets as a buffer when U.S.
markets decline.
Wall Street’s Morgan Stanley Dean Witter laments its
earnings were down from the first quarter last year, with
$1.2 billion in net income for the first quarter in 2001.
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is now hyping its global
division as a means to increase its revenue shortfalls.
Pittsburgh’s Mellon Financial Corporation, with
$2.8 trillion in assets under its management, boasts
about its growing global initiatives which earned it
millions of dollars abroad.

WHERE YOU SELL
To make their point, Quinlan and Chandler cite the
case of Eastman Kodak, a camera film manufacturer,
which waged a million dollar public-relations campaign
hyping the Chinese market in order to woo investors into
funding construction of massive plants in China.
Quinlan and Chandler contend that Kodak was
following the “make where you sell” principle—namely,
U.S. companies are not moving abroad to chase cheap
labor, but instead are leaving the country to sell locally
to the world’s growing consumer base.
“A number of motives drive the global strategies of
U.S. multinationals, but reducing the wage bill tends to
be near the bottom of the list. More important are:
wealthy markets, along with access to skilled labor and
technology,” write Quinlan and Chandler.
Kodak says it wants to be able to compete with
other film makers such as Fuji which maintains a
stranglehold on the photographic film market in Asia.
So, company officials announced plans to invest a
total of $1.2 billion in Red China over the next few years.
In September 1999, Kodak finished construction of a
massive plant in Xiamen City, Fujian Province.
However, critics refute Kodak’s claim it is investing
more than one billion dollars in order to sell film to an
Asian market still in the throes of a recession.
Free traders often cite the potential of the vast untapped
Chinese market just waiting to be sold Western goods.
Yet, the State Department estimates that almost
350 million Chinese out of a total population of 1
billion live in poverty. On July 17, 2000, Business
Week reported that only 2 million Chinese earn a
disposable income of $20,000 per year.
In Xiamen City, one of the more successful and
prosperous regions of the country, where Kodak has one
of its massive factories, official figures place per-capita
income at approximately $2,000 yearly.
Unlike in the United States, where middle American
families have been forced to take on vast debt in order
to purchase homes and cars, according to official
estimates, per-capita savings in Fujian Province, China,
is approximately $1,000—half a year’s salary.
It is the rare American family, which could hope to
save a fraction, let alone half, of their income in one year.
In fact, for the first time in history, for a large
segment of the population, there is a negative savings
rate in the United States—consumers are spending more
than they make. [MM: To subscribe to THE
SPOTLIGHT, please call 1-800-522-6292 toll free.]
FEDERAL CHILD SWIPING
A PROFITABLE ENDEAVOR
Idaho’s family court system has created
another cause celebre with its mistreatment of
the JoAnn McGuckin family.
EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT
By Tony Blizzard, 6/18/01
ANALYSIS
Out of control local “family service” agencies,
colluding with pliable judges to steal children from
their parents, have become big business in America,
collectively stealing 3,000 children per day.
Federal rewards and perks per child taken can
reach six figures per year. But the McGuckin
family ordeal in Bonner County, Idaho—as first
reported in the last SPOTLIGHT—may generate the
necessary publicity to put a crimp in the growing,
largely bogus, “save the children” industry.
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Good fortune turned to bad for the McGuckins, who
owned outright 40-plus acres of “God’s country” at
Garfield Bay, Idaho, circling half of pristine Beaver Lake.
In the fashion of many people in the area, the
family was self-sufficient, close-knit, home-schooling
and suspicious of outsiders and government. Before
the nanny-state mind set, they would have been lauded
as staunch American pioneers.
“We are a breed of people who say, ‘This is our
home and we are entitled to protect it,’” Garfield
Bay’s 84-year-old Lloyd Wyatt told reporters.
Michael McGuckin, 61, a logger by trade, died
May 12 after a long fight against multiple sclerosis.
Left at home were his widow JoAnn, 46, with a heart
condition, and six of their children, three boys and
three girls, between the ages of eight and 16.
Tax arrears amounting to $8,700 had accumulated
on their property—property estimated to be worth
half-a-million dollars—due to the father’s illness and
the environmentalist campaign against logging.
On May 25, 1999, Bonner County “bought” the
property for the amount of the back taxes.
One year and three months later, the county
sold it for $50,000 to Schmuel and Amy Korengut
of Basking Ridge, New Jersey, using attorney J.T.
Diehl in Sandpoint, Idaho.
Most of those close to the situation believe the
county prosecutor, Phil Robinson, instigated a
“dirty tricks” campaign to oust the family from the
prime property. It’s believed that Robinson
probably built the case around a complaint by an
older McGuckin daughter who was “on the outs” with
the family because she left the area at the time her
father was dying and she was most needed.
Robinson, using a now common perversion of
our court system, obtained an arrest warrant for
Mrs. McGuckin for “felony injury to a child”. He
testified in Magistrate Debra Heise’s court to
horror-story circumstances at the family home—
none of which proved true when the children were
eventually, officially examined. Yet, the charges
stand as though chiseled in marble.
Nancy Johnson, a legal analyst in the area, believes
Robinson perjured himself. Also, in her opinion, “By
testifying as a witness as to probable cause for an arrest
warrant, the prosecutor destroyed his absolute immunity
because he acted as a witness, not a prosecutor. This
means that if Mrs. McGuckin decides to sue him for a
civil-rights violation, he is no longer immune.”
POLICE-STATE TRICKERY
Police trickery was used to make the actual arrest.
Mrs. McGuckin was enticed out of her home
and away from her children on a promise of help,
but instead was taken to jail. The children thought
she had been killed—as no contact was allowed
between them and their mother.
It was apparently assumed that with the
mother out of the picture, taking the children into
state custody would be a simple process, as usual.
When the state finally did get the children
without harm, thanks in large part to local sheriff
Phil Jarvis’ low-key handling of a chore he appears
to have found highly distasteful, Robinson argued
for and got $100,000 bail “to keep her away from
her children”—a clear civil-rights violation.
Interestingly, Magistrate Heise has offered
release of Mrs. McGuckin on her own
recognizance—no bail at all—with stipulations, one
of which is that she must not have any contact
with her children without court approval.
Mrs. McGuckin refused the terms and remained in
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jail saying that she “demands dismissal of the charges
and child protection proceedings and an apology.”
She said the officials must “explain their behavior
to everyone, as it affects us all,” which may sound
too sane for the politically-correct crowd.
It has been proven that children long separated from
their parents, and at the mercy of “family” social agents,
will eventually say in court anything that the state wants.
Mrs. McGuckin was fortunate to have a
concerned lawyer, Edgar Steele, living nearby, who
immediately took up her case without charge.
But prosecutor Robinson did not feel blessed
by this development so he gave orders that Steele
“was not allowed to talk to her”.
Steele was forced to temporarily withdraw in favor
of a young court-appointed attorney, Bryce Powell.
Powell, to his credit, appears to take his job
seriously. He remarked to the press about the
situation and the condition of Mrs. McGuckin: “Look
what they did to her. They lured her away from the
house on her request for help—to get a ride to the
telephone to try to get Social Security for her family.
They took her there under the guise, they arrested
her and then they went in to take custody of her
children. If she’s distrustful of the government, it
seems like she has a damned good reason.”
Powell also said: “Unconventional ideas should not be
confused with mental illness,” which is one of
Robinson’s accusations against Mrs. McGuckin.
Alice Wallace, director of the Bonner
Community Food Center has regularly sent food to
the family and describes them as “a normal family
that has fallen on hard times”.
The children, on coming out of the house after being
promised that they would be allowed to stay together,
were first taken to the local hospital where they were all
pronounced “in very good shape” by Susan
Montgomery, director of nursing.
The county refuses to divulge their present
whereabouts and a second hearing date for
temporary fostering of them has been put off.
They are now exposed to the usual “counseling”,
testing and the rest of institutional manipulation of
children. Officials have already stated that it is
unlikely they will be reunited with their mother.
Idaho’s Child Protection Services needed only
to issue an order to make the children wards of
t h e i r a g ency. T here is n o d u e p r o ces s in the
procedure, which, although nationwide and
accepted, is wholly unlawful—but is used daily to
destroy families on the flimsiest of rationales.
The state is pressing a child-protection case against
Mrs. McGuckin. This is the usual, after-the-fact insult
on top of injury to justify “family services” acts after
they have taken children from their parents.
The “vicious attack dogs” of the media—turned
out to be mostly friendly puppies and are hopefully
being cared for by the county.
Steele, on a talk show, said these developments are
nothing new, he has seen numerous people lose their
property through such bogus governmental manipulation.
What is new here is the notoriety the situation has
created. Steele hopes the publicity can be used to help
clean the corruption out of the county system.
Some people close to the scene feel there is an
excellent chance that the family will have their
property restored.
Steele has established a fund for the McGuckm
family. He vows that not one cent of any donations will
go to any lawyer. Contributions can be sent to: McGuckin
Family Trust, P.O. Box 1255, Sagle, ID 83860.
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